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No Climate Crisis
Helen McEntee’s Hate Crimes Against The Irish People  p5

LGBTP++ 
The ‘gay’ lifestyle  
is anything  
but happy

THE Irish people are being 
duped into giving up their 
entire way of life for the 
fraudulent claim that they  
are changing the weather.  
This is a blatant lie. 

Even if you believe that 
manmade carbon emissions are 
warming the planet - when all the 
unbiased science says otherwise 
- Ireland’s carbon footprint 
compared to the rest of the world  
is .000001%. In other words, 
ZERO. That means the Irish people 
are not impacting in ANY way, 
shape or form on ‘climate change’ 
yet are being blackmailed to forgo 
their First World way of life, 
comforts and essentials like gas/oil 
heating and cars. 

It may appear that storms are 
more violent, floods more frequent 
and seasons more changeable 
but the facts and long data show 
otherwise. We’re not saying that 
terrible weather events do not 
occur - even in Ireland - but often 
these can be manufactured and 
exploited by State actors and media 
to bring about a mindset in Irish 
people whereby they are willing to 
give up their turf fires, diesel cars 
and frequent flights and become a 
Third World nation.  
None of this is necessary. Drains 
can easily be blocked by corrupt 
agents in the middle of the night 
to cause a local flood in a specific 
area to create fear headlines. Just 
look at the number of fires that 
took place in Europe during the 
summer that were lit by arsonists 
to terrify the masses (See p6). 
All fake but you won’t read about 
that on the media. The Directed 
Energy Weapon event that took 

place in Maui, Hawaii in August 
is another case in point: houses 
burnt but trees still standing? It 
was obviously a staged event. The 
crazed reaction of government 
in seizing homes and restricting 
filming and movement of people 
afterwards suggests it was a UN-
style land grab.

If you haven’t learned about 
UN Agenda 2030, The Great Reset 
or 15-Minute Cities yet, you need 
to. They are part of a broader plan 
to bring in a totalitarian World 
Government that has been in the 
making for decades. Go to Bitchute 
and learn more about it. Wherever 

you see ‘Stay Local’ or anyone 
preaching that you should reduce 
your carbon footprint, there is 
another agenda at play designed to 
restrict your God-given freedom 
to wake up in the morning and go 
where you like. 

It’s dressed up in idyllic images 
of cycle lanes, home offices and 
‘eco-friendly communities’ but it 
is nothing more than a master plan 
to enslave you. The diesel/petrol 
car is our most essential mode 
of transport and we must never 
be lured into thinking we should 
give them up. If you have been 
foolish enough to buy an electric 

vehicle, you’ll have discovered 
they’re another big scam with 
huge maintenance costs and the 
headache of frequent charging. 
Their only purpose is control.  
You might have asked yourself by 
now, where does the electricity 
that runs them come from: yes, 
coal, oil and gas - all of which are 
natural, renewable and replenish 
themselves over time. Many of the 
hypocrites lecturing us about our 
lifestyles live in big detached piles 
with several cars. The blackmailed 
puppets in Leinster House are 
given a script to read and ordered 
what to say. They have absolutely 

no control over what happens. 
Ireland is once again a land run by 
outsiders. 

So don’t fall for the virtue-
signallers and hype of the climate 
fanatics. They are Watermelons: 
green on the outside, red 
(Communist) on the inside. If 
they cared about the planet they 
would ban plastic bottles and 
wrapping, glyphosate, junk food, 
polluting corporations and mass 
immigration. But they don’t. It’s 
about tyranny. Hold onto your 
hard-earned comforts because they 
are determined to take them from 
you but only if you let them.   

They are using climate fraud to take away your freedom
Fraudulent Colour Coding:  Weather maps on media are turned red during normal summer days to manipulate Irish people into thinking  Ireland is warming up
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Stop Swallowing Lies 
MANY Irish people are 
sleepwalking into their own 
destruction by believing the 
government and media have 
their best interests at heart. 
They are in denial about their 
own actions over the last few 
years and how they lost all 
reason during ‘Covid’ putting 
dangerous plastic masks over 
their face and nose, socially 
distancing and abandoning  
vulnerable relations in nursing 
homes and hospitals, which are 
nothing more than modern-day 
Pharma-run death camps. 

They justify their behaviour 
because they ‘had to pay the 
mortgage’, were afraid of a common 
cold or had pressure put on them 
from some bully in their life. And 
they have paid the price. They gave 
up their freedom and possibly their 
health by taking an experimental 
drug which has brought about the 
deaths of hundreds of thousands of 
people around the world, and injured 
millions. 

No sentient being in Ireland could 
argue that the political parties who 
have run our country into the ground 
in the last two decades have ever 
shown even a pretence that they 
cared about your health. If they did 
they would take all sorts of action 
that would heal modern diseases 
such as banning the neurotoxin 
fluoride in tap water (designed to 
keep people dumb), glyphosate 

Round Up and other carcinogens that 
are sprayed all over our environment, 
other cancer-causing poisons like 
5G, LED lighting, SMART metres, 
and all of the sugar-laden junk food 
that takes up the aisles of most 
supermarkets. Why do they push all 
of these dangers on us? Because Big 
Daddy government despises you and 
all of the institutions of the State are 
working to wipe you out and steal 
your freedom, wealth and property. 

Some Irish people STILL don’t 
get the fact that they have been 
duped as they vegetate in the evening 
in front of Miriam and Clare under 
some form of hypnosis causing their 
brains to become even more cut off 
from reality. 

Those of us who have tried to 
save their lives and our hard-fought 
freedoms were on the receiving 
end of constant abuse as we tried to 
warn the public about the vaccine 
cocktail of poison and what all of this 
nonsense over the last few years is 
really about. 

There will always be some people 
we cannot help and who refuse to see 
the truth because they live in fear and 
dependency - the state of comatose 
RTE needs them to stay in so they 
can continue to swallow their lies. 
But be in no doubt that a lot of Irish 
people are wakening up and making 
the changes they need to lead happy, 
healthy and fruitful lives unshackled 
by the State and its insidious control 
mechanisms. 

It takes a lot to admit you were 

wrong. We applaud those who have 
done so. We have received many 
letters from people with crippling 
vaccine-related conditions and 
families who have lost someone 
after the vaccine saying they wished 
they had listened to the ‘conspiracy 
theorists’. 

And who are we? People who do 
not trust what government tells them 
because by and large governments 
throughout history have served 
themselves and the Jewish financial 
elite that runs this world. Those 
leaders who tried to break away from 
that debt slave finanacial system have 
found themselves assassinated very 
quickly: think Jesus Christ, JFK, 
Adolf Hitler and Gaddafi. 

Everything we have been told 
about history is a lie. Certainly in the 
last century of Jewish-run Hollywood 
and mainstream media. But instead 
of calling people kindergarten names, 
open your mind to the possibility that 
that may be right and do your own 

research. Get away from You Tube 
and visit sites like Bitchute where 
the real story about many things 
can be found: such as the natural 
cures for cancer, why Big Pharma is 
designed to harm and kill, the truth 
about WWII and why it is the reason 
we are in this mess today, how the 
ruling elite are behind climate events 
to frighten people into adopting 
Communist green agendas, and the 
staging of terror events and mass 
shootings to get the masses to give 
up their freedom. 

We are in the greatest awakening 

in human history. Don’t get left 
behind. Question everything you are 
told. When you start to understand 
how this world works, you’ll begin 
to live life fully and with purpose and 
will experience true happiness as it 
will ultimately lead you back to your 
Catholic faith which our ancestors 
held onto throughout centuries of 
persecution. It is the only thing that 
can save Ireland and the Irish people 
now and always has been. 

God bless you all and keep 
fighting the good fight. 
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Jew World Order
 Who Really Controls You 

ANYONE who still believes 
the clowns in Leinster House 
have any hand, act or part in 
the running of this country 
has been asleep at the wheel 
for the last few years. It’s 
been a long time since we 
were governed from within. 
The criminal misfits who sit 
in the Dáil and Seanad are 
mere puppets, bad actors, 
compromised traitors who are 
given their scripts every day 
and told to read them. 

We haven’t had an election 
in this country for decades. Just 
selections, in the same way all 
referenda have been rigged by 
CIA/MI5 entities who have been 
operating in this country for 
many years and carrying out the 
colour revolution that has left it 

unrecognisable: divorce, abortion, 
LGBT “marriage”, children’s 
rights: all designed to destroy 
the family which is the primary 
objective of the Communist 
revolution to take over and ruin a 
society. So-called ‘women’s lib’ 
was another step on this disastrous 
road. Election boxes have already 
been stuffed with Sinn Fein votes 
to bring about the final phase in 
this Marxist takeover. If you think 
the current lot are nasty, you’ve 
seen nothing yet.   

Above, you can see the pyramid 
of power and how the Jewish 
industrial complex, which controls 
the Central Banks, media, Big 
Tech and Pharma, the abortion 
and sex industries and Hollywood, 
has its hidden hand in all State 
bodies, political parties and NGOs 
to implement their agenda. The 

goyim (or cattle as they are called 
in their ‘Holy Book’ The Satanic 
Talmud) who now worship money 
over God comply with their own 
enslavement and willingly fulfil 
all of the warped agendas of their 
Jewish overlords. 

Key to understanding our 
plight is to know we are governed 
by external forces and that a 
pantomime is played out daily 
between politicians and RTE and 
alternative controlled media like 
Gript (who pushed the vaccine 
madness). When you give this 
circus your attention, you’re 
propping up their narrative and 
the corruption. So walk away and 
focus on the real controllers who 
don’t want you to know they’re 
running the show. Only then will 
you realise how the world works 
and who’s really in charge!



   Excess death rates in Ireland 
for 2023 to the end of July are 
now at 18.4%.

That is 3,400 EXTRA deaths 
this year so far. This rate is based 
on current Rip.ie figures, which is 
an independent record of real time 
mortality in Ireland, compared to the 
5-year average to 2019.

2022 soared to almost 19% 
with 5,800 extra deaths. 2021 was 
14.8% with 4,700 extra deaths. 
That is 13,900 extra deaths since 
2021 in Ireland. This comparison 
is against pre ‘scamdemic’ figures 
but most importantly highlights the 
increase in excess mortality since 
late 2021 when over 90% of the 
Irish adult population had received 
their primary Covid vaccination in 
Ireland.

Excess deaths across the Western 
World have been off the scale since 
2021. In England and Wales, at the 
current rate of mortality, there will 
be 70,000 EXTRA deaths in 2023.
That’s an excess death rate of over 
10%. 

Please consider for a moment the 
loss of life and the human suffering 
left behind from this carnage. The 
figures are so staggering that the 
scale of what’s happening globally 
can dwarf the individual heartbreak.

A World War has been raging over 
the last three years. Ireland is one 
battlefield in a genocide to destroy 
European populations.

On July 11th, 2023, Varadkar  
uttered the following lie in reply to a 
parliamentary question about excess 
mortality: “Look at the course of 
excess deaths over the last couple of 
years. There isn’t an increase”.

This is from the same man who 
acknowledged excess deaths in 
the Dail on 30/1/23 and asked the 
Chief Medical Officer to conduct an 
investigation into the same Central 
Statistic Office figures that show 
15% excess deaths for 2022.

Eurostat, based on General 
Register Office figures taken from 
rip.ie, show Irish excess deaths in 
every month since May 2021 to May 
2023 (except one) peaking at 25.7% 
in December 2022 and with 17 out of 
those 25 months in double figures.

Ireland is tracking the EU average 
in this period which confirms it’s a 
Western European problem, although 
Varadkar in his address to the Dail 
on 30/1/23 seems to think this makes 
everything alright.

This psychopathic statement does 
not only display utter contempt for 
the Irish people but confirms that 
our government is at war with us. 
They know about excess mortality 
and they know that we know, so 
this amounts to gaslighting and 
psychological bullying of the 
ordinary population, who were duped 
into going along with lockdowns and 
an experimental vaccination. This 
statement is part of an orchestrated 
campaign to demoralise ordinary 
Irish people along with lies about 
a need for ‘hate speech’ laws, 
pornographic school books for 
children and ‘transgender rights’ 
garbage. The RTE Tubridy sideshow 
(see p18) was to take your eye off 
the real enemy, offer a scapegoat and 
hope the venting of anger against 
Marty Morrissey et al will calm 
down ‘Paddy’ for another while.  
The reason they cannot acknowledge 
excess mortality is that they then 
would have to offer a reason and 
at the moment the only game in 
town is Covid 19 vaccine damage. 
To admit to this would cause the 
whole rotten edifice of Irish politics 
and the self-serving civil service to 
crumble because they ALL backed 
the vaccination. There are numerous 
studies showing very strong 
correlation between the vaccine and 
excess deaths in the USA, Australia 
and UK by Edward Dowd, Igor 
Chudov, Steve Kirsch, Norman 
Fenton and others.

It’s not just the rate of dying. It’s 
the relatively young age of death and 
the massive increase in illness claims 
in the USA and UK since early 2021, 
when the vaccine was first rolled out. 
A recent peer-reviewed Swiss study 
published in the ‘European Journal 
of Heart Failure’ showed that 1 in 
35 of those receiving the Moderna  
vaccine suffered myocarditis, which 
is damage to the heart. There is no 
such thing as ‘mild’ myocarditis 
despite what you might hear on 
mainstream media.  

1 in 35 is 3%.  

3% of the number of people who 
received the vaccines is a lot of 
myocarditis, heart disease and death.

Pfizer, who paid the biggest fine 
in criminal history for lying about 
their drugs, have rowed back on 
their original statements of ‘safe and 
effective’ to say they only promised 
the injection would help prevent 
serious illness and death. The same 
people who say that ‘correlation 

doesn’t equal causation’ regarding 
excess deaths are now offering the 
unproven negative of preventing 
serious illness and death as the raison 
d’etre for the vaccines. The truth is 
that the evidence of excess deaths 
and immuno-suppressed illness all 
over the Western World is strongly 
correlated to the vaccine. Aging 
populations, effects of lockdown 
measures and increased suicides will 
account for some of the problems but 
are a smokescreen for the real cause 
that dare not speak its name. Admit 
it. Every time you hear of a ‘died 
suddenly’ or of some healthy young 
person collapsing, the first thought in 
your head is ‘were they jabbed?’

And by the way, remember the 
investigation into excess deaths that 
Varadkar asked the Chief Medical 
Officer Breda Smyth to conduct in 
January 2023? We’re still waiting 
for her report on this most serious 
of issues - the same person refused 
to attend or send a member of her 
staff to the inquest of Joseph Patrick 
McGinty who died of cardiac arrest 
in September 2021, three weeks after 
receiving the Pfizer injection.

In writing to the Mayo coroner, 
she said the following: “While I 
appreciate the particular sensitivities 
and challenges surrounding the 
inquest, in particular with regard 
to establishing whether or not 
vaccination was a contributory 
factor in Mr. McGinty’s unfortunate 
death or was correlative to it, I do 
not believe attendance of a staff 
member from my office would either 
assist you in your enquiries or be 
appropriate given the sensitivities 
involved.”

The CMO, whether under her 
predecessor Tony Holohan or herself, 
has consistently promoted the 
vaccine  and this is her response.

Like I said, your government 
hates you and is responsible for most 
of the sudden deaths of young people 
we see all around us today.
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Silence over soaring deaths
Patrick E Walsh on the very real pandemic of excess mortality  

Cumulative % uptake of an additional vaccine dose among 
adults (18+) in EU Member States as of Jan 4, 2022



McEntee’s Hate Crimes 
against the Irish people

THROUGHOUT Irish history, 
our people have been ethnically 
cleansed but we have never 
endured anything like the 
genocide that is currently 
happening where illegal 
immigrants are being dumped 
into Ireland by the thousands 
and the Irish are gradually 
becoming minorities in towns 
and villages in every single 
county. 

That is the plan and has been 
for a long time. Look up the 
Jewish Kalergi plan on Bitchute 
if you want to learn about this 
centuries-long scheme to wipe out 
the native people of Europe. The 
Jews were kicked out of more than 
109 countries throughout history - 
invariably Catholic ones because 
they were getting people into debt 
through illegal money-lending and 
bringing sexual degeneracy and 
immorality into the culture in the 
form of abortion, homosexuality, 
transgenderism and pornography. 

And so their long and cunning 
plan to bring Third World invaders 
- let’s call them what they are - into 
all Western countries and Ireland is 
reaching fruition. In Ireland, Helen 
McEntee is the vacant stooge being 
used by the Jews to render the Irish 
a minority in their only home. In her 
desperate and failed attempts to bring 
in phony hate speech laws to try to 
stop us talking about this genocide, 
she has shown herself to be the real 
racist; a sickening purveyor of hate 
against the Irish people who pay her 
wages. One day, she will be jailed 
for what she has done to this country. 
Because of McEntee, sexual and 
violent crimes are at unprecedented 
levels, many carried out by unvetted 
males from Third World countries 
who have no business being here. 
As she tries in vain to gag the Irish 
people, she galavants around the 
country with rainbow flags pushing 
the other genocidal programme of 
child grooming homosexuality.  
So what can we do. First of all, it’s 
time to lose the fear of speaking out 
about immigration and being called 
playground names like ‘racist’. This 
is a Jewish tactic deployed to silence 
conversation. We need to start having 
a vocal public discourse about the 
fact that we’re not willing to endure 

this ethnic replacement any longer 
and that these people simply must go 
home. 

No act of violence or aggression 
is going to bring this about but 
courageous conversations with 
neighbours, friends, families and 
colleagues. These conversations are 
already happening more frequently 
than most realise. This verboten 
topic that the media and government 
is trying to ban you from speaking 
about is becoming mainstream in 
many places as the Irish see the very 
grave injustice being done to their 
own people and children who are 
now second-class citizens in their 
ancestral home that their parents, 
grandparents and great-grandparents 
built for them. 

Replacing the Irish in their own 
country is the definition of racism. 

Telling Africans they are Irish is also 
racist. We need to be kind but firm 
and remind people that this is our 
home and it is time they went back to 
theirs, to their families, to their roots 
and to build up their own country 
rather than exploiting the resources 
of ours and the hospitality of our 
people. 

We all know what an Irish stew 
tastes like. Once you add spices to it, 
it’s no longer a stew but a curry. Do 
you want Ireland to become a mini 
Delhi? It will happen in the blink of 
an eye if we don’t have the courage 
to speak out and say no more. 
Have a look at the recent scenes 
in Clondalkin where a show house 
viewing revealed the mostly migrant 
hordes queueing to see it. It’s time for 
everyone to go back home and give 
us our country back.
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THE New World Order 
has had a busy summer 
concocting scams to keep the 
sheep believing in the climate 
hoax, as seen by the number 
of forest fires lit not by 
mother nature but arsonists. 
Our Faith tells us all will be 
revealed in time and this has 
certainly been the case when 
it comes to exposing just how 
desperate the powers-that-
shouldn’t-be are to keep the 
zero carbon nonsense going 
that they have to resort to 
using pyromaniacs to create 
climate dramas and frighten 
the public. 

Irish people were told by their 
lying media all summer long that 
a terrifying heatwave was frying 
the Continent with unprecedented 
temperatures and out of control 
fires when it fact there was nothing 
unusual at all about the weather 
this year. It was just another 
beautiful summer in the Med. 

More embarrassing still for the 
globalist cabal who are desperate 
to introduce Communism through 
their suffocating ‘green’ agenda 
- ie we will control every aspect 
of your life and reduce your First- 
World lifestyle back to serfdom - is 
the fact that the lunatics lighting 
their forest fires keep getting 
caught. 

In July, police in the southern 
Italian region of Calabria used 
a drone to monitor and catch 
an arsonist while he was busy 
setting a fire to a large stretch of 
vegetation. Many of the other fires 
in the Mediterranean including 
those in Rhodes, Greece, were 
started by humans although when 
the truth came out about this, the 
mainstream media in Ireland failed 
to report it. 

As for the bizarre official 
response to the disaster in Maui, 
Hawaii’s second-largest island, 
it’s becoming increasingly clear 
that a massive cover-up was 
carried out after mysterious fires 
were spotted near the island’s 
electrical infrastructure. On August 
8th, the historic town of Lahaina 
- a popular tourist spot - was 
destroyed by a fire that seemingly 
came out of nowhere and burned 
over 2200 acres and over 2000 
buildings. 

Needless to say climate change 
was blamed immediately and the 
government banned all enquiries 
from non-official state media. 

None of the sirens in place in 
the area to warn about wild fires 
were commissioned, police set 
up roadblocks refusing to let 
citizens out and anyone filming 
suspicious aspects of the fire such 
as the vast number of unburnt 
trees were threatened with arrest. 
The consensus now is that a DEW 
(Direct Energy Weapon) was 
responsible given the inconsistent 
nature of the burning. These 
military operations harness the 
power of the electromagnetic 
spectrum to enable pilots to 
strike critical targets. This is the 
ideal means to terrify people 
into submission and carry out 
government land grabs which is 
clearly happening now as wealthy 
private and state interests surround 
the charred Maui carcass like 
scavengers.

UN Agenda 2030 is all about 
getting the public off wild spaces 
and into 15-minute prison cities 
where they can be more easily 
monitored and controlled. 

So if you experience a 
suspicious flood or gale over the 
coming winter, think before you 
blame ‘climate change’. It’s very 
possible it’s been staged by one of 
the foreign agencies now running 
Ireland to bring a One World  
totalitarian government into being.
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Ecomaniacs set Europe on fire
UN Agenda 
2030 is all 
about getting 
the public off 
wild spaces 
and into 
15-minute 
prison cities 
where they 
can be 
more easily 
monitored 
and 
controlled 



APPARENTLY, the five hottest days 
in the last 100,000 years all happened 
in July of this year, according to the 
World Meteorological Organization.

The mainstream media regurgitated these 
spurious claims that The Fourth of July 
was the hottest day on Earth in as many as 
125,000 years - breaking a record set the day 
before.

Now, first off let’s be clear - we did 
not have the ‘7 the hottest days’  in the 
last 100,000 years since July 4…or, more 
accurately, there is absolutely no way for 
anyone to reliably know if we have or not. 
Actually think about what they’re saying 
when they make this claim. They are 
claiming that they know, for a fact, the global 
average temperature to two decimal points 
over the last 36 million days.

Some things to bear in mind here before 
we go any further.

1. Humans have only had the ability to 
accurately measure the temperature of 
anything for maybe 400 years.

2. Official ‘global temperature’ records only 
began in 1880.

3. Beyond that point we only have partial, 
local and pretty inaccurate readings back 
to the mid 17th century.

That’s 400 years, give or take.
So, how do climatologists get the data for 

the other 99,600 years?
Well - they  guess.
Sorry, they ‘model’, using tree ring data 

and ice core samples.
NASA claims by comparing modern tree 

rings from known weather systems they can 
figure out the weather patterns that created 
tree rings in the past.

This is not scientific, it is interpretive. A 
tree ring represents a growth cycle, that is 
all. The factors which affect that growth - 
specific to the individual tree, the local area 
or on a global level - are far too complicated 
for them to have any kind of predictive 
value.

Disease, volcanic activity, competition 
from other trees, rainfall, solar activity, 
parasitic insect or fungal infection…we can’t 
accurately account for any of these factors, 
and they all impact tree growth. In short, all a 
tree ring can tell you is the length of a growth 
cycle. Everything else is extrapolation and 
modelling based on nothing but an a priori 
assumption of causation.

But really, that’s a secondary issue. There 
is something more important I want to talk 
about: The very idea of ‘average global 
temperature’.

‘Average global temperature’ - is an 
entirely meaningless statistic. Using numbers 
and measures to bamboozle the public and 
control mass opinion is not a new practice. 

In fact, a shocking amount of propaganda 
is entirely predicated upon most people’s 
inability to actually understand statistics. 
(This inability is actively encouraged by 
the media and education system, but that’s 
another story).

For those who don’t know an “average” 
or “mean” is calculated by adding all the 
values within a set of numbers together and 
then dividing the total by the number of 
members in the group. This kind of average 
is excellent at creating deceptive statistics 
because they can be highly useful or 
completely misleading totally depending on 
context, and very few people understand that.

A good example of this problem is 
‘average life expectancy’. I experienced this 
first hand when studying history in college.

Some people in my class read that life 
expectancy was 40 years old for men in 
Victorian London, and they genuinely 
thought that meant men were literally aging 
faster, going grey and getting dementia in 
their late 30s.

Which is completely wrong by the way.
The truth is most Victorian era males 

who made it to adulthood generally lived a 
reasonably normal lifespan, as people have 
been known to live from time immemorial 
(‘three score years and ten’, according to the 
psalms).

However, Victorian England had a very 
high infant mortality, and the number of 
children dying before reaching 1-year old 
considerably lowers the average age of death. 

So, the statistics appear to suggest most 
people died at 40, but the truth is that very 
few died at 40,  but many died at around the 
age of 1 and many others died around the age 

of 70.
An ‘average’ can be at the same 

time completely true and yet not at all 
representative of reality.

‘Global average temperature’ is the perfect 
example of this. It produces a number that 
people can be made to find scary because 
it lacks all context or any real-world 
application. It is literally meaningless.

Now, this is not just the rant of a journalist 
with an A level in statistics. Many scientists 
and academics over the years have said that 
the very idea of a ‘global temperature’ is 
meaningless.

Such as in the paper, ‘Does a Global 
Temperature Exist?’, published in the 
June 2006 edition of the Journal of Non-
Equilibrium Thermodynamics, which argues:

There is no global temperature. The 
reasons lie in the properties of the equation 
of state governing local thermodynamic 
equilibrium, and the implications cannot be 
avoided by substituting statistics for physics. 
Since temperature is an intensive variable, 
the total temperature is meaningless in terms 
of the system being measured, and hence 
any one simple average has no necessary 
meaning.

As an antidote to the academic language, 
I’ll demonstrate with an example:

First of all, the planet is pretty huge, the 
scale alone can blind people. Let’s reduce it 
down - let’s say it’s just my kitchen. We’ll 
figure out the ‘average temperature’ of my 
kitchen.

Second of all, we should realise that the 
name itself is misleading. When they talk 
about ‘average global temperature’, they 
obviously don’t mean they have measured 

literally everywhere on Earth. They really 
mean the ‘average surface-level temperature 
from a series of weather stations on land and 
weather buoys at sea.’

These temperature readings form the set 
we use to make our mean average. Over the 
globe there are thousands and thousands of 
these, in our kitchen we’ll just use four: One 
in the fridge, one in the stove and one at each 
end of the kitchen table.

We wake up, and the first thing we do 
is take the temperature at our “kitchen 
monitoring stations”. They are as follows: 
6 degrees C in the fridge, 19 degrees C at 
both ends of the table and 17 degrees C in 
the stove. Our average temperature reading: 
15.25 degrees.

This data suggests the kitchen is 
comfortably the coldest room in the house, 
and is actually much colder even than 
average room temperature, or the average 
summer day.

Later, after cooking dinner, we take the 
temperatures again: 6 degrees C in the fridge, 
21degrees C at both ends of the table and 
176 degrees C in the stove. Our average 
temperature is now 56 degrees C.

This is alarming data, don’t you think? 
Firstly, according to this data it is no longer 
medically safe to even go into my kitchen, 
and more worryingly if this rate of increase 
continues my house will burst into flames by 
midnight tomorrow.

Certainly it’s the hottest kitchen since 
records began (that would be this morning). 
And judging by old photographs of the 
people who lived in this house before me, it 
doesn’t look like the kitchen was ever this 
swelteringly hot before.

Hopefully everyone reading this gets 
the point. Four measuring stations across 
an entire room is very few, and fully 50% 
of them experience local extremes of 
temperature that a) don’t apply to the vast 
majority of the room and b) massively impact 
the final outcome.

Neither of those “average temperatures” - 
high or low - is even close to representative 
of the actual ambient temperature of the 
kitchen, nor is it likely to have any impact on 
the real lives of the real people who use that 
kitchen.They do not reflect reality, and have 
no application to the real world.

They have no idea if last week was “the 
hottest week ever”, they can’t possibly know 
the “average global temperature” today let 
alone 125,000 years ago, and even if they 
could it would be data so vague as to be 
meaningless.

…of course, all of that is assuming they’re 
not just making them up. Which I supposed 
they could easily be doing.

 Courtesy Kit Knightly  
of www.off-guardian.org

CLIMATE FRAUD 
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Return to The Faith
  Bishop Joseph Strickland Encourages Catholics To Defend The True Faith In This Time Of Crisis

MY Dear Sons and Daughters 
in Christ, may the love and 
grace of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ be upon you always! 

In this time of great turmoil in 
the Church and in the world, I must 
speak to you from a father’s heart 
in order to warn you of the evils 
that threaten us, and to assure you 
of the joy and hope that we have 
always in our Lord Jesus Christ.  
The evil and false message that has 
invaded the Church, Christ’s Bride, 
is that Jesus is only one among 
many, and that it is not necessary 
for His message to be shared with 
all humanity.  This idea must 
be shunned and refuted at every 
turn. We must share the joyful 
good news that Jesus is our only 
Lord and that He desires that all 
humanity for all time may embrace 
eternal life in Him.  

Once we understand that Jesus 
Christ, God’s Divine Son, is the 
fullness of revelation and the 
fulfillment of the Father’s plan of 
salvation for all humanity for all 
time, and we embrace this with all 
our hearts, then we can address the 
other errors that plague our Church 
and our world which have been 
brought about by a departure from 
Truth. 

In St Paul’s letter to the 
Galatians, he writes: “I am amazed 
that you are so quickly forsaking 
the one who called you by {the} 
grace {of Christ} for a different 
gospel {not that there is another}.  
But there are some who are 
disturbing you and wish to pervert 
the gospel of Christ. But even if 
we or an angel from heaven should 
preach {to you} a gospel other 
than the one that we preached to 
you, let that one be accursed! As 
we have said before, and now I say 
again, if anyone preaches to you a 
gospel other than the one that you 
received, let that one be accursed!” 
(Gal 1:6-9) 

As your spiritual father, I feel 
it is important to reiterate the 
following basic truths that have 
always been understood by the 
Church from time immemorial, 
and to emphasize that the Church 
exists not to redefine matters of 
faith, but to safeguard the Deposit 
of Faith as it has been handed 
down to us from Our Lord Himself 
through the apostles and the saints 

and martyrs.  Again, hearkening 
back to St Paul’s warning to the 
Galatians, any attempts to pervert 
the true Gospel message must be 
categorically rejected as injurious 
to the Bride of Christ and her 
individual members.   

1. Christ established One Church 
- the Catholic Church - and 
therefore only the Catholic 
Church provides the fullness of 
Christ’s truth and the authentic 
path to His salvation for all of 
us.

2. The Eucharist and all the 
sacraments are divinely 
instituted, not developed by 
man. The Eucharist is truly 
Christ’s Body and Blood, 
Soul and Divinity, and to 
receive Him in Communion 
unworthily (i.e. in a state of 
grave, unrepentant sin) is a 
devastating sacrilege for the 
individual and for the Church. 
(1 Cor 11:27-29) 

3. The Sacrament of Matrimony 
is instituted by God. Through 

Natural Law, God has 
established marriage as 
between one man and one 
woman faithful to each other 
for life and open to children.  
Humanity has no right or true 
ability to redefine marriage. 

4. Every human person is created 
in the image and likeness of 
God, male or female, and all 
people should be helped to 
discover their true identities 
as children of God, and not 
supported in a disordered 
attempt to reject their 
undeniable biological and God-
given identity. 

5. Sexual activity outside marriage 
is always gravely sinful and 
cannot be condoned, blessed, 
or deemed permissible by any 
authority inside the Church. 

6. The belief that all men and 
women will be saved regardless 
of how they live their lives (a 
concept commonly referred to 
as universalism) is false and 
is dangerous, as it contradicts 

what Jesus tells us repeatedly 
in the Gospel. Jesus says 
we must “deny ourselves, 
take up our cross and follow 
Him.” (Matt 16:24)  He has 
given us the way, through His 
grace, to victory over sin and 
death through repentance and 
sacramental confession.   
It is essential that we embrace 
the joy and hope, as well 
as the freedom, that come 
from repentance and humbly 
confessing our sins.  

7. In order to follow Jesus Christ, 
we must willingly choose to 
take up our cross instead of 
attempting to avoid the cross 
and suffering that Our Lord 
offers to each of us individually 
in our daily lives.  The mystery 
of redemptive suffering - 
suffering that Our Lord allows 
us to experience and accept 
in this world and then offer 
back to Him in union with His 
suffering - humbles us, purifies 
us, and draws us deeper into 
the joy of a life lived in Christ.  
That is not to say that we must 

enjoy or seek out suffering, but 
if we are united to Christ, as we 
experience our daily sufferings 
we can find the hope and joy 
that exist amidst the suffering 
and persevere to the end in all 
our suffering. (cf. 2 Tim 4:6-8)     

In the weeks and months 
ahead, many of these truths will 
be examined as part of the Synod 
on Synodality. We must hold fast 
to these truths and be wary of any 
attempts to present an alternative 
to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, or 
to push for a faith that speaks 
of dialogue and brotherhood, 
while attempting to remove the 
fatherhood of God. When we seek 
to innovate upon what God in His 
great mercy has given us, we find 
ourselves upon treacherous ground. 
The surest footing we can find is to 
remain firmly upon the perennial 
teachings of the faith. 

Regrettably, it may be that some 
will label as schismatics those 
who disagree with the changes 
being proposed. Be assured, 
however, that no one who remains 
firmly upon the plumb line of our 
Catholic faith is a schismatic. We 
must remain unabashedly and 
truly Catholic, regardless of what 
may be brought forth. We must be 
aware also that it is not leaving the 
Church to stand firm against these 
proposed changes. Standing firm 
does not mean we are seeking to 
leave the Church. Instead, those 
who would propose changes to 
that which cannot be changed 
seek to commandeer Christ’s 
Church, and they are indeed the 
true schismatics. I urge you, my 
sons and daughters in Christ, that 
now is the time to make sure you 
stand firmly upon the Catholic faith 
of the ages. We were all created 
to seek the Way, the Truth and 
the Life, and in this modern age 
of confusion, the true path is the 
one that is illuminated by the light 
of Jesus Christ, for Truth has a 
face and indeed it is His face. Be 
assured that He will not abandon 
His Bride.  
I remain your humble father and 
servant, Most Reverend Joseph E. 
Strickland, 

 Bishop of Tyler, Texas.  
August 2023

Bishop Joseph Strickland of Tyler, Texas, USA
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GREEN COMMUNISM 

Resist UN Digital ID rollout
UN Plan promotes censorship and social credit system 

IN late May, the office of the 
United Nations Secretary 
General published a policy 
document on aims for the 
future of the internet.
The title of the follow-up to 
the 2021 report, Our Common 
Agenda, says it all really: 
A Global Digital Compact. 
That’s the goal - international 
legislation that would seek to 
control and enforce the use of 
digital technology.
The proposed clauses promote 
everything you’d expect them to 
promote.
Digital identities linked with 
financial access: ‘Digital IDs 
linked with bank or mobile 
money accounts can improve 
the delivery of social protection 
coverage and serve to better 
reach eligible beneficiaries. 
Digital technologies may help to 
reduce leakage, errors and costs 
in the design of social protection 
programmes.’
Environmental or climate 
change-based social credit 
systems: ‘Sensors and monitors 
connected to the Internet 
of things, cloud-based data 
platforms, blockchain-enabled 
tracking systems and digital 
product passports unlock new 
capabilities for the measurement 
and tracking of environmental 
and social impacts across value 
chains.’
Public-Private Partnership:

‘Partnerships between States, 
private sector and civil society 
leverage the capacity of digital 
tools to provide solutions 
for development across the 
Sustainable Development 
Goals. Examples include the 
Digital Public Infrastructure 
Alliance, the Coalition for Digital 
Environmental Sustainability and 
public-private partnerships for 
disaster response.’
Countering online ‘harm’: 
‘Disinformation, hate speech 
and malicious and criminal 
activity in cyberspace raise the 
risks and costs for everyone 
online […] we must strengthen 
accountability for harmful and 
malicious acts online.’
Those are the obvious ones; 
there’s also more sneaky, 
insidious language regarding 
‘equity’ and ‘access’. The report 
is concerned there are many 
people in the world (mostly the 
developing world) who don’t 

have regular access to the 
internet.
This concern would be more 
honestly expressed in the 
language of control - people who 
don’t consume digital media 
can’t be hypnotised, people 
who don’t communicate online 
can’t be censored, and people 
who don’t rely on digital banking 
can’t be controlled.
To sum up, the Digital Global 
Compact is a piece of globalist 
legislation serving the final aim 
of globalist policy: control of 
all aspects of life, achieved by 
inserting a digital filter between 
people and reality.
Banking, communication, media 
consumption, shopping - every 
interaction you have will be 
through a digital membrane 
which can both monitor your 
exchanges with the world and, 
if deemed necessary, deny you 
access to that world.
An interesting final point to 
note is the words the report 
doesn’t use. ‘Globalist’ and 
‘globalism’ do not appear once, 
‘vaccine passports’ or ‘vaccine 
certificates’ are likewise not 
mentioned. Neither are ‘social 
credit’ or ‘central bank digital 
currency’. They are discussed 
in a roundabout way, but not 
mentioned.
They seem to be avoiding 
buzzwords they know will trigger 
resistance or set off alarm 
bells. Would they have done 
that before the sceptics started 

winning the covid conversation? 
I don’t think so.
You don’t have to take my word 
for any of this, of course, you can 
read the whole report yourself.
There’s nothing surprising in 
there at all, obviously. But it’s 
definitely a ‘quiet part out loud 
moment’, and a link to send to 

those people who still dismiss 
you as a conspiracy theorist.

    Reprinted by kind permission 
from off-guardian.org

    Download UN Global 
Compact PDF from: https://
tinyurl.com/yy8unjpt

by KIT KNIGHTLY
The Digital 
Global Compact 
is a piece 
of globalist 
legislation 
serving the final 
aim of globalist 
policy
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Time to ditch YouTube’s propaganda

Imagine you’ve just been 
given a frightening diagnosis 
from your doctor. Six months 
to live. What’s the first thing 
most people do? Straight onto 
Google and YouTube to find 
answers.  
Do they ever stop and think 
who funds both of these 
organs of misinformation? 
Invariably they will be told 
to do all the things that will 
worsen their prognosis: 
chemo, surgery, radiation and 
lots of Big Pharma sweeties 
to expedite their death. How 
sad that they are missing 
out on banned information 
that could actually save their 
lives, starting first with the 
rejection of State authority 
treatments and chemicals that 
don’t work.  
In the early days of the 

scandemic in May 2020, a policy 
was put in place on YouTube 
outlawing content in that 
‘contradicted the WHO or local 
health authorities.’ Since then, it’s 
been regularly updated, banning 
all ‘vaccine misinformation’ in late 
2021.

The latest revamp is the 
biggest so far. The new  ‘medical 
misinformation policy’ - no longer 
just  ‘Covid19 misinformation’ - 
now addresses cancer treatments, 
abortion and non-Covid vaccines.

A YouTube spokesman recently 
told the media that the new policy 
will focus on three key areas:  
‘Prevention, treatment and denial’:

   Videos promoting alternative 
medicine or dietary tips that 
claim to prevent disease: gone.

   Videos sharing alternative or 
natural treatments: gone.

   Videos claiming establishment 

treatments (radiation, chemo 
etc) do more harm than good, 
even from people who have had 
those treatments: gone.

   Videos claiming X disease does 
not exist: gone.

In short, YouTube will no 
longer allow any medical content 
at all that isn’t simply parroting 
government policy or promoting 
Big Pharma products. Tellingly, it’s 
all about approval from authority, 
not accuracy of the information. 
In fact, nowhere in the entire 
document is there any kind of 
differentiation made between  
‘accuracy’ and  ‘authority’.  
In YouTube’s world, something 
is  ‘information’ if it’s confirmed 
by the government, and  
‘misinformation’ if it is not. 
Reality is subject to the approval 
of the State, and the State is always 
right. Which tells you everything 
you need to know.

YouTube Now Censors All Unauthorised Medical Information  

Wikipedia run by CIA 
WIKIPEDIA is the most biased encyclopedia in history, 
having been hijacked by US intelligence and the political 
establishment years ago. Its founder Larry Sanger 
admitted it has been manipulated since at least 2008. 
Sanger noticed a bias creeping in around 2006, particularly 
in areas of science and medicine. Around 2010, he noticed 
that articles about Eastern Medicine were being changed 
to reflect blatantly biased positions, using “dismissive 
epithets” to paint this ancient tradition as quackery

Over-the-top kind of establishment bias includes Wikipedia’s 
assertion that the Ukraine-Biden scandal is a conspiracy theory 
designed to undermine Biden, even though evidence of Biden’s 
corruption has been made public

One explanation for why ideological bias has taken over 
Wikipedia is that it’s intentionally being used as a propaganda 
tool by intelligence agencies and the globalist establishment 
that is seeking to establish a One-World Government. To 
succeed, they can’t allow a multitude of dissenting viewpoints 
to proliferate, and intelligence agencies are working together to 
disseminate and uphold the Deep State’s narratives worldwide
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HEALTH

DISTRIBUTE THE IRISH LIGHT IN YOUR AREA

Childhood vaccines cause autism
Unvaccinated children don’t get autism, which is reaching epidemic levels among those who are

IF you do a Google search 
on vaccines and their links 
to autism, you’ll be met by a 
mountain of results claiming 
no such connection exists. 
The same thing will happen if 
you seek a cure for cancer, of 
which there are plenty, but the 
world’s most powerful search 
engine will send you down 
only the dangerous routes of 
surgery, chemo and radiation. 
Why? Because Google is 
funded largely by criminal 
pharmaceutical companies who 
make profits by keeping people 
sick and making them sicker. 
There’s no money in cures. 

When it comes to autism, an 
even more sinister agenda is at play. 
You would have to be in a comatose 
state not to realise at this stage 
we are in the middle of a massive 
population cull. The 1% who control 
this planet have decided they want 
to get rid of about six billion of us 
and in particular those who are the 
youngest. Hence we have seen a 
tsunami of sudden deaths among 
young people since the Covid 
injection was rolled out. 

Irish governments have known 
for decades of the link between 
childhood vaccines and autism but 
have shielded it from the public 
because the implications of letting 
it be known would result in public 
outcry (hopefully) and would show 
how they are nothing more than 
puppets of the criminal pharma 
corporations. When whistleblowers 
from Merck started to speak out 
about its dangerous drugs, one of 
their executives said that anyone 
breaching company secrets would 
be ‘hunted down in their homes’. 
The courageous Merck executive, 
American Brandy Vaughan, died 
in suspicious circumstances just 
before the Covid vaccine launch. 
Her incredible work in speaking the 
truth about vaccination through her 
groundbreaking organisation  
LearnTheRisk.org cost her her life. 
Doctors who have been exposing 
vaccine links to autism such as 
Dr Jeff Bradstreet often meet 
an unpleasant sudden end while 
England’s Dr Andrew Wakefield 
has suffered hugely for speaking out 
about this monumental scandal.

Autism is a symptom of heavy 
metal poisoning. Most autistic 
children lack the ability to detoxify 
mercury from the brain, which 
may have entered through their 
mother’s dental fillings but more 

than likely through vaccination. 
Thimerosal - a preservative in 
vaccines which contains mercury - 
is a chemical known to cause birth 
defects, nervous system disorders, 
numbness in the extremities and 
mental retardation. But it’s also the 
spark that lights the fires of autism 
as well as Alzheimer’s. Autism is the 
result of high mercury exposure in 
early life versus Alzheimers which is 
a chronic accumulation of mercury 
over a lifetime. Don’t forget 99% 
of doctors will tell you to vaccinate 
your child but 0% of them will 
accept responsibility when your 
child is injured by that vaccine.  
Japan now ranks at the top of the 
world’s lowest infant mortality 
rate. The Japanese government 
banned the MMR (Measles, Mumps, 
Rubella) vaccine in 1993 after 
numerous children suffered adverse 
reactions. It has also outlawed the 
Hep B vaccine, and in 2013, banned 
the HPV following thousands of 
adverse reactions. Yet Irish political 
parties and doctors have known for 
decades these deadly injections are 
harming children but they continue 
to give them.  
Autism is virtually unknown is 
unvaccinated children and in 
countries that do not vaccinate. If 
you’re over 50, you’ll know there 
were no autistic children around 
when you were growing up. That’s 
because there was no MMR and 
plethora of injections given to 
children. Vaccinations have been 
deliberately lied about through 
erroneous statistics, falsified data 
and faulty studies funded by the 
very companies that make them. No 
conflict of interest there!

Probably the greatest lie ever 
told is that vaccines are safe and 
effective. Sadly for so many Irish 
children, their parents discover too 
late. Don’t you ever wonder why our 
children’s health is going down the 
drain? Good health will never ever 
come through the end of a needle. 

ONE damning example 
of government-industry 
knowledge about a vaccine-
autism connection appeared 
in a leaked 2011 document 
from GlaxoSmithKline, one 
of the world’s largest vaccine 
manufacturers.  
 It admits the corporation was 
aware of an autism risk associated 
with its Infanrix vaccine, which 
combines diphtheria, tetanus,  

pertussis, hepatitis B, inactivated 
polio and haemophilus influenza 
viruses. The report details 
adverse effects associated with 
autism, including encephalitis, 
developmental delays, altered 
states of consciousness and speech 
delays. While these revelations 
should be considered criminal 
cover-ups that directly threaten 
public health, they’ve had no effect 
on changing national policy over 
vaccine safety. GSK said the risk 

was not deemed to be problematic. 
Why wouldn’t they! In an Italian 
court in 2014, Infanrix was ruled to 
be responsible for a young Milan 
boy developing autism after the 
vaccine. The official denial of a 
link between vaccines and autism 
has hardened into an absolute 
dogma. As research from around 
the world proving a relationship 
increases, almost none of it is 
coming from within medical 
institutions or government.

(P)Harma knows about link

Autism is a 
symptom 
of heavy 
metal 
poisoning
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THE mainstream media in 
Ireland provide no end of 
entertainment these days 
when they’re not making 
fools of themselves defending 
the actions of the totalitarian 
puppet government. One of 
their most hysterical outbursts 
recently was their reaction 
to the news that Catholic 
summer camps for Irish boys 
were being organised by the 
Irish Society For Christian 
Civilisation. 

This courageous Catholic 
organisation teaches children and 
young people about the Faith and 
way of life our ancestors aspired to 
living and protecting over centuries 
following the arrival of St Patrick 
to our shores. Imagine! Irish people 
wanting their children to be Catholic 
instead of telling them there are 60 
genders, that men can have babies 
and women should kill their unborn 
babies. 

The camps teach boys about 
chivalry, virtue, purity - the qualities 
necessary to stand up against the 
degeneracy, blasphemy and impurity 
of their chaotic society - and how to 
be strong, protective and moral men 
at a time when modern culture is 
trying to turn them into women. 

There are lessons on the lives 
of the saints and the importance 
of Ireland’s long struggle to save 
Catholicism during centuries of 
persecution. 

The camps include daily Mass, 
outings to places of Catholic 
significance around the country such 
as Glendalough and Clonmacnoise, 
devotion to Our Lady and the Holy 
Rosary, and promotion of the pro-life 
message in their everyday lives. 

When the media got wind of the 
fact that the camps were proving 
to be a huge success and extremely 
popular among the growing number 
of Irish parents who are realising the 
greatest loss to Ireland has been the 
demise of the Faith, the inevitable 
hatched job followed. 

Shrieks of ‘far right extremism’ 
and ‘conspiracy theorists on the 
loose’ could be heard in newsrooms 
around the country as attack articles 
were churned out about the camps 
in one of the most embarrassing 
episodes of Catholic-bashing we 
have seen for a long time. 

The Journal’s headline was one 
of the most laughable, claiming 
‘locals were concerned’ about 
one such camp taking place in 
Kildare because it was encouraging 

youngsters to break away from the 
‘filth of the world’ (ie the sexual 
depravity they are exposed to every 
day which is ruining the innocence 
and joy of childhood.)

The article lambasted the idea that 
boys should be taught to reject and 
fight ‘immorality, blasphemy and 
impurity in the world.’ Anonymous 
locals were said to be terrified at this 
idea and that young men might be 
equipped with manly courage as they 
grow into adulthood. Heaven forbid! 

Why not stick with the State’s 
rainbow indoctrination which lures 
them into the miserable gay lifestyle 
where they are thought to believe 

they should wear dresses, that the 
body’s waste disposal unit is a sex 
organ and that being ‘gay’ is the 
be all and end all of everything, 
never mentioning that it is likely to 
leave them crippled physically and 
mentally throughout their lives as a 
result. 

Sexual immorality is the ultimate 
form of political control. Once the 
children of Ireland have been turned 
into tattooed, vaping sexbots, you 
can say goodbye to the nation and 
everything that was once great 
about our country. The atheistic 
State can indoctrinate its Godless 
and sick agendas into the minds of 
our children all day every day in 
their Marxist training camps known 
as schools but when parents try to 
protect their own flesh and blood and 
raise them with Christian virtues, 
they are attacked and call ‘far right’ 
extremists. 

We have often said that the media 
is determined to kill itself and does 
not need us to expedite that process 
because it will do so itself. It is 
funded by big government and big 
corporations like Big Harma that it is 
supposed to hold to account. 

Publishing this sort of trash and 
calling it ‘news’ will bring it closer 

to its ultimate demise so let them at 
it. Every day, they drive another nail 
into their own coffin, manifested in 
plummeting circulation figures that 
are close to the ground. Once the 
brainwashing comes to an end and 
the mainstream media buries itself, 

we can look forward to a return to 
sanity and a much brighter future for 
our country and our children. 

 Learn more about The 
Irish Society for Christian 
Civilisation at www.isfcc.org. 

Catholic Camps cause media meltdown

Shrieks of ‘far 
right extremism’ 
and ‘conspiracy 
theorists on 
the loose’ could 
be heard in 
newsrooms around 
the country
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Mask Dangers Exposed 
A GERMAN team, led by 
an independent surgeon 
in private practice, has 
published a damning review 
of mask use. The Kisielinski 
study found the following: 

   4.5 billion people (58%) 
were confronted with a 
“mask obligation”

   Fresh air has 0.04% CO2
   Wearing masks more than 5 

minutes: 1.4 to 3.2% CO2

Carbon Dioxide Re-breathing

   Surgical mask after 30 min:  
2.8-3.2% CO2  
(U.Butz, 2005)

   N95 after 1 min: 0.9% CO2 
(T.Blad, 2020)

   N95 after 5 min: 1.28% to 
3.52% (Sinkule, 2013)

   N95 after 60 min: 2.8-3.2% 
(Roberge, 2010)

Acute CO2 Toxicity

   10 min of 2.5-3.5% CO2 
increases cerebral blood flow 
by 100% causing headaches

   Also hyperventilation, 
metabolic changes (acidosis)

Chronic CO2 Toxicity  
(Animal Studies)

   0.3% CO2: irreversible 
neuron damage, neuron 
destruction, increased 
anxiety, impaired learning 
and memory (rat studies)

   0.5% CO2: testicular toxicity 
in adolescents (rat studies 
show diminished fertility in 

rat testes after one 4 hour 
exposure at 2.5% CO2)

   0.8% CO2: stillbirths (safety 
level set by US Navy for 
female submarine crew, 
due to rat studies showing 
fetal malformations, post 
implantation loss, lower 
probability of viable fetuses)

Other Findings

   N95 masks and surgical 
masks performed at their 
worst with coronavirus and 
influenza virus particles 

   Children: Data on a total 
of 25,930 children wearing 
face masks for 270 min 
per day showed that 
68% complained about 
discomfort. Side effects 
included irritability (60%), 
headache (53%), difficulty 
concentrating (50%), less 

happiness (49%), reluctance 
to go to school/kindergarten 
(44%), malaise (42%), 
impaired learning (38%) and 
drowsiness/fatigue (37%) 

   Any mandatory masking 
of pregnant women in the 
real world exceeds the CO2 
toxicity limit set by US 
Navy for female submarine 
crew

Stillbirths 

   Are mask mandates 
responsible for 28% rise in 
stillbirths worldwide?

   Italy: Three-fold increase in 
stillbirths during lockdown 
period Mar-May 2020.  
42% of US female surgeons 
lost a pregnancy Nov.2020-
Feb.2021

   Sweden: no mask mandates, 
no increase in stillbirths.

   Mechanism: increased CO2 
and acidity in blood trigger 
compensatory mechanisms 
that lead to calcifications in 
placenta

   CO2 plays a role in oxidative 
stress which would impede 
fetal body development, lead 
to DNA mutations

   CO2 can increase 
inflammation leading to 
an imbalanced immune 
response, procoagulant state 
and early pregnancy loss.

   Some evidence N95 mask 
use by pregnant women 
could result in their children 
having significantly reduced 
verbal, motor and overall 
cognitive performance.

Children and Adolescents

   Children are not small adults
   0.3% CO2 exposure to 

adolescent brain neurons can 
cause neuronal destruction, 
anxiety and impaired 
learning and memory (Uysal, 
2014)

   0.3% CO2: neurons die off 
(apoptosis), especially under 
exercise or stress.

   CO2 can destroy spermatid 
and Sertoli cells in testes

   Damaging mechanism of 
CO2 in testes is oxidative 
stress, acidosis, increased 
inflammation and apoptosis.

   CO2 toxicity to testes has 
been known for 60 years.

 This study is one of the 
most comprehensive on 
the dangers of masks with 
172 references. These are 
the key findings. For more 
information about the study, 
see www.globalresearch.ca. 

A recent Daily Mail headline about the dangers of masks came three years too late

Daly and Wallace Clown Show 
FOR some Irish people 
who are awake to the One-
World Government agenda 
that has left our country 
unrecognisable, MEPs Clare 
Daly and Mick Wallace can 
seem like a breath of fresh air.  
Their seemingly impassioned 
speeches about the hypocrisy 
of the EU’s support for the war 
in Ukraine have lured many’s a 
red-pilled patriot to their ranks 

but once again all is not what it 
may seem. While the pair might 
come across as great pacifists 

spouting on about Russia not being 
the big baddie it’s made out to be, 
let’s look closer to home because 

after all they are paid to represent 
the Irish people. 

All the time people are dropping 
‘dead suddenly’ in horrific numbers, 
Daly and Wallace turned a blind 
eye, dumbstruck in the middle of a 
vaccine genocide. 

And they really showed their 
true colours recently when they 
appeared before the European 
Parliament masked up. After almost 
four years of the greatest hoax ever 
played on the public, they are still 

going along with the scam. 
Compromised or controlled 

along the way, this pair of clowns 
epitomise everything that is wrong 
with politics and why it is not the 
solution to our problems not least 
because the voting system is rigged, 
at council, national and European 
level. Don’t waste your time on 
elections. Protect your property, 
family, children and walk away 
from the corrupt State because it 
plans to devour you if you don’t. 
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RTE COLLAPSE 

The Tubridy Show Trial 
IN considering the future 
of media, globally or 
locally, we would do well 
to consider what happened 
in the US presidential 
election towards the end of 
August, when the candidate 
who is running away with 
the Republican primaries 
contest, Donald Trump, 
ignored the candidates’ 
debate on television and 
instead was interviewed by 
Tucker Carlson for his show 
transmitted via the ‘social 
media platforms’ - Twitter 
(X) and Telegram. On these 
channels, the favourite to win 
the presidency, from outside 
the political mainstream, was 
interviewed by a journalist 
recently sacked by a ‘leading’ 
network TV channel, on 
platforms which were not long 
ago considered of minority 
interest, attracting audiences 
of many multiples what they 
might command on any 
mainstream platform. To 
put it slightly differently, a 
triumvirate of ‘contrarians’ 
- Donald Trump, Tucker 
Carlsons and Elon Musk - who 
have all given two-fingers to 
the mainstream, were now 
dictating the direction of both 
American politics and global 
media. A revolution that had 
been in train for perhaps two 
decades was approaching 
a crescendo moment, when 
the power of the mainstream 
media would drain away, to 
be supplanted by the rising 
power of what was once the 
margins.

This moment had seemed a 
long time coming. Despite the 
growth in popularity of social 
media, YouTube, Netflix and 
other ‘alternative’ platforms, the 
mainstream remained puzzlingly 
strong. While the audiences of 
network television in the US, and 
terrestrial television in Europe, 
were gradually eroding, there was 
little evidence that a moment of 
implosion was imminent. The 

old model had been bolstered by 
the Covid scam, beginning in the 
spring of 2020, when audiences 
around the world were summoned 
to attend before their TV sets to be 
given the information that would 
- purportedly - save their lives. 
Ironically, this may have been 
the undoing of the old broadcast 
media, since it sowed the seeds 
of an unprecedented mistrust in 
the mainstream that arose from 
a flipping of journalistic models 
- from telling the truth to lying 
relentlessly, morning til night. 
Although the propaganda campaign 
rolling out through 2020, 2021, 
2022 and into 2023 was hugely 
‘successful’ in duping the public 
concerning the Covid hoax, the 
necessity for an unprecedented 
- unheard of - lockdown, and 

the rollout of a deadly poison 
masquerading as a vaccine, the 
seeds of mistrust were being sowed 
and the media was essentially 
breaking its own credibility up 
and burning it to stay warm. 
Although great swathes of the 
publics of multiple countries 
were cowed into silence, a slow-
burning disenchantment was setting 
in. Imperceptibly at first, then 
markedly, then in their droves, 
the viewers and listeners began to 
switch off from the mendacious 
mainstream channels. Because 
the print media had become 
as corrupted as the broadcast 
platforms, there was no formal 
discussion of this development, 
and to a high degree we had to 
rely on anecdotal evidence and 
occasional bizarre occurrences that 

dramatised the panic setting in at 
the headquarters of once titanic 
broadcasting organisations - now 
discovering from secret polling and 
focus groups that the public was 
turning against them. 

One bizarre episode involving 
a previous virtual-monopoly 
broadcaster serves to illustrate the 
response to these developments. 
This was the strange series of 
events that dominated the Irish 
news cycle for several weeks in 
July and August 2023, involving 
the so-called ‘national broadcaster’, 
RTÉ, and its mode of remunerating 
some of its more high-profile 
presenters, in particular Ryan 
Tubridy, the former presenter of the 
Late Late Show. 

Suddenly, it was as though a 

new policy of zero tolerance of 
chicanery had been formulated and 
launched without announcement. 
Within hours, it seemed, a series 
of Show Trials had been scheduled 
in the Houses of Parliament - the 
Oireachtas - and witnesses were 
summonsed to come before these 
hearings to account for their actions 
and records.

For many observers, it was a 
bit hard, to say the least, to take 
seriously the notion of RTÉ as a 
paragon of virtue - cleaning house, 
sweeping its side of the street, 
binning the bad apples, hanging its 
laundered smalls from the upstairs 
windows, and painting over the 
cracks on its frontage that have 
been widening alarmingly over the 
previous 40 months. RTÉ - let us 

John Waters on the RTE charade designed to restore public trust in 
the national fraudcaster which is heading for the dustbin of history  
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not put a tooth in it - had turned 
into a criminal organisation. For 
many years - and lethally since 
early 2020 - it had pursued agendas 
inimical the interests and welfare of 
the Irish people, without regard for 
truth, decency or human life. Now, 
we were supposed to take seriously 
the idea that it was putting itself in 
the dock, to be interrogated by the 
corrupt members of the Oireachtas 
who had, in the previous 40 
months, voted through on the nod 
innumerable attacks on freedom, 
democracy and the rule of law. With 
its transmission mast continuing 
to tower over the southern half of 
Ireland’s rapidly disintegrating 
capital - implying that it was still 
in the business of broadcasting 
truth - RTÉ had capitalised on the 
fraudulently hatched conditions of 
the previous three-and-a-half years 
to generate ill-gotten revenues as 
a means of postponing its own 
overdue and inevitable demise, 
using the people’s property and 
resources to sabotage the national 
conversation with malicious 
propaganda, and offering its 
front-of-house ‘talent’ as a stable 
of assassins to defame, smear and 
vilify anyone with the temerity to 
take up the slack in fulfilling the 
only role or purpose of a national 
broadcaster: telling the people what 
is really happening - otherwise, ‘the 
truth.’

The idea that an organisation 
that for 40 months had covered 
up systematic criminality by 
the political, medical and 
pharmaceutical classes becoming 
outraged by the spectacle of an 
under-the-table payment to a 
disc-jockey was beyond laughable. 
What we were witnessing was 
a pseudo-event in the style of 
the pseudo-reality the ‘national’ 
broadcaster had been generating for 
the previous three and a half years. 
The purpose of this pseudo-event 
was to rehabilitate the ‘national’ 
broadcaster - long collapsed as 
any kind of moral institution 
or reliable witness to Ireland’s 
collective affairs - so as to render it 
capable of assisting further the dark 
forces in control of our country 
as they sought to accomplish the 
final stages of the destruction of 
Ireland and her people. It was, in 
short, an attempt to re-establish a 
fiction of rectitude at the heart of 
the ‘national’ broadcaster’s public 
image. The Tubridy saga was an 
engineered way of sneakily buying 
back credibility by offering up its 
(outgoing) director-general, and 
one of its ‘star’ players, who was 
already half-departed.

There can be little doubt that the 
intermittent subterranean research 
and focus group activity that is 
generally a standard element of the 

armouries of such organisations 
had for some time been indicating 
growing unhappiness among RTÉ 
customers as to the direction being 
taken by the station. Some of this 
may have emerged as general 
rumblings of disgruntlement rather 
than specific ‘concerns’ about, 
say, the boorish behaviour of RTÉ 
‘personalities’ in, for example, 
the matter of Covid and Covid 

‘vaccines’, or the way the station 
had been to the fore in shoving its 
obsession with LGBT filth down 
the throats of the public and the 
public’s offspring for the previous 
decade. After many years of non-
stop abuse of its own customers, 
a smokescreen of some kind was 
required.

Needless to say, the possibility 
of actually returning to being a 
national broadcaster - of standing 
down the bullying, intimidation, 
lies and gaslighting, and actually 
covering the questions and concerns 
bearing down upon RTÉ’s audience 
members in ways reflecting their 
actual experiences and feelings - 
was ruled out. In an era when most 
of the station’s income came from 
sources and sectors wherein human 

beings are regarded as bothersome 
cannon fodder, that would be 
simply unthinkable. A different 
strategy was called for. 

Obviously, too, the pseudo-
event should not impinge on 
anything real or significant. It 
could not open any of the boxes 
that might conceivably have 
arisen as possible contexts in the 
research or focus groups seeking 

an understanding of the public’s 
sense of the ethical debasement 
and decline in credibility of the 
onetime national broadcaster. The 
Covid box, for example, could 
definitely not be opened. The mass 
migration box was best not peered 
into. The Ukraine box had be kept 
closed and locked, lest it emerge 
that Ireland had been supporting 
actually existing nazis. And so 
forth. What was required was some 
matter of controversy that might 
previously have rubbed up public 
opinion in a negative manner. The 
purpose, in other words, was to 
draw the attention of the public to 
a controversy that, once dealt with 
and resolved, would leave everyone 
with the sense that all the boils had 
been lanced and all the stinking 

pus liberated and washed away. 
What was called for was a brief 
controlled explosion, followed by 
a long, amnesia-inducing break: 
‘Move along there - nothing (else) 
to see here!’ 

Somebody came up with the 
brilliant idea of ventilating the 
topic of the outrageous salaries 
being ‘earned’ by some of RTÉ’s 
‘star’ presenters. Everyone had 

long been aware of RTÉ as an out 
of-control gravy-train - that people 
like Tubridy, Joe Duffy and Claire 
Byrne were being grotesquely 
overpaid, especially since they were 
individuals of minimal talent whose 
chief role was in controlling the 
national conversation to see that no 
unapproved voices were given free 
rein. Now, the moment had arrived 
when, in the interest of saving 
the station, one or two of them 
could be thrown under the bus. 
Hence, the great ‘celebrity salaries’ 
controversy of the summer of 2023. 

No sooner had the Show Trials 
ended than RTÉ unabashedly 
announced that it would be 
prepared to forego the licence fee 
in return for the introduction of a 

broadcasting tax, to be collected 
by the Revenue Commissioners 
from every householder, regardless 
of whether the household in 
question even possessed a device 
capable of picking up the ‘national’ 
broadcaster’s content. 

The idea that broadcasting is 
capable of enhancing democracy 
is, of course, a good one: freedom 
requires freedom of speech, 
democracy thrives on an open 
conversation. For some time, 
however, these ‘luxuries’ have 
not been available to the Irish 
people, who have suffered under 
tyrannical administrations assisted 
by profoundly corrupted media. 
RTÉ has not, for a very long time, 
functioned to represent the culture 
or aspiration of something like 
half of the Irish population. Recent 
referendum campaigns have shown 
that at least one in three Irish 
voters is utterly alienated from the 
version of reality peddled by the 
‘national’ broadcaster. To insist 
that everybody must contribute to 
the continuance of this travesty 
is therefore nonsensical and 
profoundly unjust. 

The issue is not merely 
‘celebrity’ salaries. How long has 
it been since a single honest cent 
was earned by anyone working 
for RTÉ? Since the spring of 
2020, the so-called ‘national’ 
broadcaster has offered itself up 
as a lie factory for the purposes of 
duping, terrifying and imprisoning 
the Irish people, functions for 
which it has been paid handsomely 
out of the public coffers. In the 
past two years, as excess deaths in 
every part of this country reached 
levels unprecedented since the 
Great Genocides of the 1840s, the 
‘national’ broadcaster examined 
its footwear, pausing only to 
demonise as a ‘conspiracy theorist’ 
anyone seeking to draw attentions 
to this phenomenon. In these 
circumstances, the idea that there 
is something especially egregious 
about Ryan Tubridy’s remuneration 
is beyond absurd. 

Everything about RTÉ is 
tainted. All of its prior record as 
a voice of our democracy and 
society is shredded and laid waste. 
It has disgraced itself beyond 
contemplation. It has betrayed 
the Irish people - its owners and 
ultimate sponsors - by assisting in 
a transparent conspiracy to strip 
them of their rights and freedoms, 
plunder their property and wealth, 
and deliver their children up 
to a life of digital slavery and 
exploitation by predators, perverts 
and rapists. RTÉ is rotten from its 
very foundations, and should be 
demolished in all senses, including 
the most literal, its buildings razed 
to the ground. 
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Husband given Midazolam and 
Morphine two days after he died

WHEN Elena Vlaica’s 
54-year-old husband Stuart 
was euthanised in hospital 
in Cornwall, England in 
November 2021 after being 
put on a barbaric end of life 
‘care’ pathway, he was given 
further doses of killer drugs 
for two days after he died. 
No one can explain why. 
Here, Elena shares the final 
devastating part of her shocking 
story. 
Nurse Elena said: “My Stuart 
went into hospital on October 26, 
2021 with shortness of breath 
and a suspected chest infection. 
Because of the Covid rules, I 
wasn’t allowed to visit. 
“I found out later, he’d had a DNR 
[Do Not Resuscitate order] put 
on him. The reason given for that 
in his notes, which I managed to 
get with the help of a solicitor, 
was that he possibly had Covid 
and was unvaccinated.
“He’d also been put on 
midazolam and morphine 
without either of our consent. 
I only discovered this later, 
when I saw his notes, and also 
found out that he’d been put 
on ‘fast-track end of life care’, 
which was introduced at the start 
of the pandemic and allowed a 
consultant to decide whether a 
patient lives or dies.
“His regular meds - blood 
pressure tablets and 
antidepressants - were 
withdrawn and he started having 
side-effects. 
“He developed flu-like symptoms 
- very common with sudden 
antidepressant withdrawal - and 
he became anxious because he 
couldn’t breathe due to his lungs 
being full of fluid. 
“So they gave him more 
Midazolam and Morphine, which 
- not surprisingly, as those two 
drugs used together suppress 

respiration - made him worse. 

“Over the course of 11 days, they 
gave him 100 mgs of Midazolam. 
I also found out that he was 
starved for 11 days. He wasn’t 
even given water during that 
time. 

“When I eventually got to see him 
- I was called in on November 6 
because I was told he was dying 
- he was naked in the bed. Staff 
said that, because he’d tried to 
escape four times, they cut off 
his clothes and catheterised 
him. Stuart was a big man - 120 

kilograms - and it took four 
people to pin him down. All this 
to stop him running away. 
“When I arrived at his bedside, 
although he was heavily sedated, 
I know that he knew I was there. 
When I kissed him, I saw his 
blood pressure and heart rate 

improving on the sats monitor. 
“I’m a trained nurse so 
could easily see this. When I 
mentioned this to the junior 
doctor, she walked across the 
room and switched off the 
monitor. At that moment, a nurse 
appeared with five 10ml syringes 
on a blue tray. She pushed two 
of them into Stuart’s cannula, 
he took three breaths, then died 
in my arms. I cried out, “She 
killed him!’ and started to cry. 
She killed my Stuart. I don’t 
remember getting home.
“It was only after I got hold of 
his notes that I discovered the 
full horror of what Stuart had 
endured. One of the strangest 
and most shocking things, 
though, was the fact that he’d 
been medicated after he’d been 
euthanised. 
“He died on November 6, but 
was given more Morphine and 
Midazolam on the 7th and 8th. I 
have the paperwork. What does 
it mean? To me, it looks as if 
someone was absolutely making 
sure he was dead. But I don’t 
know. Any other reasons are 
unthinkable.
“I reported it to the police 
and to the hospital. They had 
meetings behind my back and 
decided that in the 11 days Stuart 
was in hospital, he’d received 
‘outstanding care’. They refused 
to address any of my other 
concerns. 
“To this day, I have no idea why 
they’d give medication to a dead 
man. In some ways, I don’t want 
to think about it, but in other 
ways I know, to get justice for 
Stuart, I have to find out.”

 Elena Vlaica appears in 
upcoming documentary 
Playing God, produced by 
Jacqui Deevoy and Trailblazer 
Films. Please support the 
project here: https://www.
crowdfunder.co.uk/p/playing-
god

by JACQUI DEEVOY

Elena Vlaica with husband Stuart

Grieving Elena’s mission to find out truth

He died on November 6th, but was given more 
morphine and Midazolam on the 7th and 8th.

I have the paperwork. What does it mean? 

UK NEWS



ON Monday, October 2nd 
2023, Aaron Brady will walk 
into Dublin’s Criminal Courts 
of Justice for the hearing of 
his appeal against his unlawful 
conviction for the murder of 
Garda Adrian Donohoe. 

It has been a tortuous wait for the 
young father who was framed by 
the Gardai on the word of a member 
of Dublin’s gangland and a mentally 
ill young woman who was ordered 
to tell lies about him. 

From the moment Aaron was 
pinpointed by corrupt Gardai, 
every single law in the book 
was broken in relation to his 
arrest, detention and questioning. 
Countless witnesses were coerced, 
blackmailed and intimidated. There 
has never been such a grotesque 
miscarriage of justice against an 
Irish person in the history of the 
State. 

At the time of Adrian Donohoe’s 
murder at the rural Credit Union 
in Lordship, Dundalk, Co Louth 
in January 2013, Aaron Brady was 
on the other side of the border in 
Armagh laundering diesel in the 
pouring rain to make some extra 
cash. Later that evening, several 
hours after the murder, he met up 
with a friend and drove south to 
Lordship to stay the night in his 
house. That is why the following 
morning he drove into a Garda 
checkpoint in the area where he was 
asked to account for his movements 
the night before. Aaron, not wanting 
the PSNI to be informed about his 
diesel laundering activities, lied to 
the Garda about his whereabouts. 

We know with certainty that 
Aaron was in Crossmaglen in 
Northern Ireland in the hours after 
the murder because independent 
witnesses have confirmed they were 
with him, including the family of 
his then girlfriend whom he was 
with for several hours after the time 
of the murder around 9.30pm. The 
Gardai expect us to believe that a 
man who had just killed an officer 
in a botched robbery would drive 
back over the border into the North 
only to return back into the South 
near the scene of the crime hours 
later, knowing the place would 
be crawling with checkpoints. It 
simply beggars belief. 

Some days after the murder in 
January 2013, Aaron went into the 
local station in Dundalk and told 

lead investigator Mark Phillips 
that he was diesel laundering at 
the time of the murder. However, 
Phillips never went to the yard near 
Crossmaglen to establish if Aaron 
had been there through CCTV 
footage, DNA or other sightings. 
Instead, Dundalk Gardai began a 
long campaign of intimidation and 
harassment against Aaron and his 
family using the corrupt mainstream 
media as their main weapon of 
aggression and defamation. 

Tabloid stories were pumped 
out about him claiming he was the 
man who had killed Donohoe. The 
rumour mill went into overdrive. 
The pressure on Aaron became 
intense and he decided to leave 
his family and begin a new life in 
Boston. 

Aaron found a job in 
construction, got married to his 
Irish girlfriend and had a baby 
boy. He was working hard and 
building a new life for himself 
when the Gardai started to hunt 
him down and the tabloid press 
published pictures of him linking 

him to the murder. 
He moved to New York where 

he frequented some of the Irish 
bars where compromised illegals 
involved in drugs were offered 
deals in return for dirt on Aaron. 
There was none. And so the Gardai 
sought to invent it. 

The star witness for the 
Prosecution is a notorious thug 
from Coolock, Dublin where he was  
actively involved in paramilitary 
outfits and gangland. Daniel 
Cahill was illegal in the US and 
in possession of drugs when the 
Gardai visited him in his apartment 
spending several hours coercing 
him to tell lies about Aaron. Cahill 
was also wanted in relation to 
an attack with a machete on a 
young Irish man. A statement was 
concocted whereby he claimed 
Aaron had told him he had ‘shot a 
cop’. Aaron had never said such a 
thing. 

Another compromised witness 
was recruited by Gardai - a mentally 
unstable Irish American called 
Molly Staunton from Woodlawn 

Heights in The Bronx. She was told 
to repeat the same story - that Aaron 
had told her he ‘shot a cop’. 

We are expected to believe that 
Aaron left his home and family 
against his will and began a new 
life in the US but suddenly started 
telling people he barely knew that 
he had killed a police officer - 
people who have clearly been put 
under pressure to tell lies about him. 

When it came to giving her 
testimony by video link from 
her kitchen in New York - due to 
‘Covid’ - Molly Staunton couldn’t 
get the words out. A man entered 
the room and shouted at her: 
‘tell them what you’re supposed 
to f****** tell them’ and then 
slammed down her computer. Back 
in the courtroom in Dublin, there 
was consternation but the Gardai 
quickly covered up the situation 
and the confused jury were told by 
Judge Michael White to disregard 
what had happened. In a functioning 
justice system, the trial would have 
been suspended and the defendant 
acquitted given that the witness was 

clearly being put under duress and 
the case for the Prosecution was a 
shambles. 

Instead, Aaron was sent down 
for 40 years for a crime he had 
absolutely nothing to do with. 

In the ten years since the murder 
of Donohoe, not one shred of 
evidence has been found to link 
Aaron to the crime. In fact all of 
the evidence that has emerged since 
points clearly to his innocence. 

He is significantly smaller in 
height than the person identified 
by Donohoe’s colleague Detective 
Joe Ryan who was present with 
him on the night of the murder. 
There is not one trace of DNA or 
physical evidence linking Aaron 
to the scene. There are countless 
other inconsistencies and blatant 
falsehoods in the Garda narrative - 
as outlined over the course of three 
years by Aaron’s courageous father, 
Tony Brady in the hundreds of 
videos he has made about the case. 
Some of them are simply mind-
boggling in terms of how they got 
away with what they did to Aaron. 
You can follow the campaign here: 
www.justice4aaronbrady.com.

If the Gardai and the State 
prosecutor Brendan Grehan SC had 
any sense, they would release Aaron 
Brady immediately and admit 
they were wrong. Donohoe’s wife 
Caroline - a Garda - also knows 
there is no evidence against him. 
Does she not want the real killers to 
be caught? If not, why not? 

Is there more to Donohoe’s 
killing than meets the eye?  

Either way, the Gardai continue 
to dig a deep hole for themselves 
as more and more people become 
aware of the case and believe that 
Aaron has been framed. The truth 
always comes out in the end. And it 
will, in time, here. 

In the meantime please do 
everything you can to support 
Aaron and his family who have 
been put through hell, by showing 
your support on the day in court. 
There but for the grace of God go 
any of us. Aaron could be your son. 
You would want people to stand 
by you if he was. We cannot allow 
innocent young men to be sent to 
jail for crimes they did not commit. 
When you stay silent in the face of 
a terrible injustice like this, you are 
compliant with it.
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GARDA CORRUPTION 

Justice for Aaron Brady
Gemma O’Doherty on the upcoming appeal of Aaron Brady for a murder he did not commit
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CONTROLLED OPPOSITION

Please pass The Irish Light on when you’ve read it.

Infiltration Nation
‘It is a system that has 
conscripted vast human and 
natural resources into the 
building of a tightly knit, 
highly efficient machine that 
combines military, diplomatic, 
intelligence, economic, 
scientific and political 
operations’

John F Kennedy’s speech to 
the American press in April 1961, 
which exposed the modus of the 
Jewish militia in taking control 
of every organ of power and 
influence in the US, cuts right to 
the heart of why and how Ireland 
has fallen into the hands of foreign 
interlopers who prey on naive Irish 
people to bring about their globalist 
revolution dressed in the guise of 
‘conservatism’. 

Infiltration is their weapon of 
choice and it has proven successful 
far beyond any other method. One 
only has to look at the disgraced 
Vatican to see how it has been 
infested by Sodomite demons intent 
on destroying the Church founded 
by Jesus Christ. Communists like 
Bella Dodd who later converted 
have explained how it was done. 

What has become patently clear 
in the last year is that the so-called 
‘Right’ in Ireland is even more 
infiltrated than the ‘Left’, which 
is saying something. Where do we 
start? The money-grabbing Yellow 
Vests and their sidekick Gilroy; 
mentally-challenged freemason 
stooge Dolores Cahill; script-
reader Tracey O’Mahony with her 
fantasy court case and fraudulent 
fund-raiser, her lowlife boyfriend 
Satirical Soldier who proposes rape 
as a punishment for gay protestors 
and makes a fool of himself 
every time he opens his mouth; 
madman Darragh O’Flaherty who’s 
threatening ‘to beat Varadkar’s skull 
in with his bare f****** hands’ and 
preparing ‘to kill’ vaccinators; (hate 
speech quick! See how they set it 
all up?) buffoons Hermann Kelly, 
Peader Toibin and Gript clown John 
McGuirk - promoters of the vaccine 
genocide; the farcical Lawyers 4 
Justice outfit (nothing to say here 

except weep); MSM liar Aisling 
O’Loughlin, Garda loudmouths 
Blighe, Dwyer and drug-dealer 
Andy Heasman and on and on. 

In a word, mortifying. 
Trolls everywhere are now 

screaming ‘Unite! Unite!’ With 
these ubergoons? No thanks. Unless 
you want to hammer the final nail 
into the coffin of Ireland. To be fair, 
a lot of these morons are under MK 
Ultra mind control programmes but 
that’s still no excuse.

The newest scheme operating 
in Ireland is this time run by 
foreign interlopers with dubious 
backgrounds who are carrying out 
a data harvesting operation on Irish 
home-schoolers and other members 
of the awkward squad who have 

chosen to protect their children 
from the menacing claws of the 
paedophile State.

Perfectly groomed ‘Mam’, as 
she cringingly calls herself, Jana 
Lunden is the poster girl of ‘Think 
Local’ - a ‘grassroots’ organisation 
set up to ‘rebuild communities’ in 
Ireland in a more ‘sustainable’ way: 
words which have been co-opted 
by the globalists to mean Wipeout 
of the West and should by now 
set off alarm bells in the heads of 
the initiated. Scratch beneath the 
surface of Jana and you’ll find she is 
way too sweet to be wholesome or 
remotely genuine. 

So we did a deep dive on this 
Plastic Patty Come Lately and was 
not in any way surprised by what we 

found. 
‘American Jana’ is the daughter 

of a Maine freemason who was in 
active service in the US Air Force 
and prison system for decades. 
Military and prison background? 
Never a good sign. She moved here 
some twenty years ago as part of 
the management team that set up 
the shady Bank of America shell 
outfit in Carrick-On-Shannon, 
Co. Leitrim, at a time when Irish 
sheep were being told by the lying 
media it should be a source of huge 
national pride that crime-ridden US 
banks wanted to settle in little old 
Ireland. It was of course nothing 
more than a giant money laundering 
and surveillance scam because these 
basket entities knew corruption was 

the pastime du jour of the ruling 
class over here. That is why they 
chose to come. 

America’s second biggest bank 
after JPMorgan Chase, BOA has 
been exposed as one of the most 
corrupt financial entities in the 
world. Its primary function is 
to entrap vulnerable customers 
into the Rothschild debt slavery 
system and then destroy their 
lives by foreclosing on them and 
throwing them out of their homes or 
businesses. 

But it also operates as a data 
collection surveillance agency 
for the FBI/CIA, spying on 
conservative-leaning customers 
and passing their data over to 
State agencies. BOA take their 

‘For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless 
conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for expanding its 

sphere of influence - on infiltration instead of invasion…’



responsibilities to the woke agenda 
so seriously that they have training 
courses for staff on how to be 
LGBT++ activists and promote all 
the nefarious Jewish agendas like 
mass immigration, climate hoax 
and abortion that have brought the 
Christian West to its knees. What’s 
that got to do with banking, you 
may ask. Absolutely nothing. 

Behind the fake charade of 
finance, it works hand in glove 
with government and other Leftist 
agencies to hunt down ‘extremists’ 
as in nation-loving patriots, 
Rosary-praying Catholics and 
home-schooling types who might be 
exploring ways of existing outside 
the Big Brother debt system or 
financially supporting organisations 
that try to do so. It also ran 
laundering operations internationally 
to infiltrate right-leaning groups and 
political parties abroad or set up new 
ones designed to lure conservatives 
into the vipers’ nest. 

That’s where we suggest Jana 
comes in, though we’re expected 
to believe she left this seedy world 
behind to replace Sinead O’Connor 
as the new Mother Eire. Maybe she 
played no hand, act or part in the 
aforementioned corruption even 
though she was a senior manager at 
the bank but we still need to find out 
who she really is. 

As is often the case with 
intelligence assets, she started off 
as a single-issue asset, focusing on 
transgenderism by highlighting the 
lurid content of children’s library 
books as a street ‘activist’. But some 
say she acts more like a groomer.

Colluding with notorious 
drug-dealer Andy ‘100-troll-
accounts’ Heasman and Cork agent 
provocateur Ross Lahive, who 
worked for the CIA-run ‘Chyna’-
bashing Epoch Times in New 
York and has recently been seen 
going around assaulting library 
staff as part of the gang’s ploy 
to do reputational damage to the 
traditional cause to justify hate laws, 
she started rallying right-leaning 
Catholic parents to her gatherings 
where she would stand with large 
posters of the front page of these 
depraved children’s books, almost as 
if to publicise them. 

New Age atheists like Jana, 
who openly dabbles in the occult, 
are in the business of hiding their 
dark activities in plain sight. While 
promoting sexual degeneracy on 
the streets of Ireland for all to see 
but outwardly pretending to be 
opposed to it, they are also able to 
lure innocent parents to their ranks, 
collect their private data and send 
it back to base where it can be used 
against naive families at a later date. 
TUSLA visit perhaps? Revenue 
audit on a small business? Fake 
Garda complaint maybe?

It has now emerged that Jana’s 
desire to ‘save the children of 
Ireland’ from the LGBT++ cult is 
little more than a fraudulent show 
put on for the last year to suck in 
Irish people with a genuine interest 
in shielding our young from the 
depravity all around them. 

Her behaviour regarding the 
privacy of her own two small 
children leaves a lot to be desired. 
She posts pictures of them widely 
on her social media platforms. She 

even went into battle with Facebook 
when they banned her account for 
posting a picture of her naked son 
painting his stomach. Any sensible 
parent who puts their children’s 
happiness, safety and privacy above 
all else knows how dangerous it is to 
post their pictures online as they can 
be stolen by nefarious actors and 
violated in the most horrific of ways. 
Yet Jana seems almost to encourage 
her followers to post them. 

Another image has emerged 
allegedly of Jana promoting the 
abortion referendum using her child. 
She did not deny it was hers when 
asked. Could it be the case that she 
only wants to save children who are 
out of the womb? 

We also asked if her husband 
Stewart Sadler is the same Stewart 
Sadler who works for Big Harma 
killer Astra Zeneca in Dublin. 
People who ask these legitimate 
questions are either blocked or 
defamed by Jana who will neither 

confirm or deny whether this is the 
case. So we will say for now that we 
do not know. But we have a right 
to, given that she has put herself 
forward as the face of the ‘truth 
movement’ and ‘saviour of Irish 
children’. 

The fact that she is an immigrant 
is another problem. For too long, 
we as Irish people have been bossed 
around by outsiders, especially 
Americans. Indeed it is one of our 
greatest weaknesses. Why do we 

need an American to represent 
the voice of Irish children and 
parents, especially one with such a 
dubious background whose previous 
employer was in the business of 
throwing families out of their 
homes? And nowhere do we see 
Jana speaking out against mass 
immigration which is annihilating 
our culture. Difficult to do when 
you’re an immigrant yourself. But 
the reality is she actually pushes 
immigration as part of her circus act. 

Jana also did a stint with the 
disgraced Paypal which has sought 
to crush the livelihoods of Christian 
businesses, journalists and anyone 
speaking out against the globalist 
totalitarian regime. More dots 
joined.

Jana’s ‘Think Local’ organisation 
is a more advanced entrapment 
scheme for small businesses, 
organic farmers, holistic services 
and all manner of system rejectors. 
It hosts talking heads, festivals and 

all sorts of New Age quackery as 
part of its stated objective to ‘build 
communities’ at a ‘grassroots’ 
level, in other words a form of 
‘communitarianism’ ie communism: 
control of the many by the few.

Why would a banker Yank 
appoint herself as the leader of a 
movement that wants to ‘build Irish 
communities?’ If she is so dedicated 
to protecting nationhood, why isn’t 
she inspired to save her own country 
which goodness knows needs it?

Or does she mean ‘Build Back 
Better’? Because Communitarianism 
is exactly that. A byword for the 
‘Great Reset’ or ‘Agenda 2030’. It 
works by pulling together all the 
entrepreneurial or activist types in 
the community and putting in place 
control mechanisms to keep them 
in line. Once you’re in the herd and 
go against it, you’ll be ostracised, 
punished or publicly shamed.

When you take a closer look at 
Jana’s ‘Think Local’ festival, you 
see the same old globalist scams 
and faux eco-concepts emerging 
like ‘sustainability’, ‘renewables’ 
and other impoverishment schemes 
designed to bring us back to 
serfdom. Even their ‘polytunnels’ 
are run by SMART spyware, 
Apple surveillance and SIRI voice 
commands no less. Talk about going 
off-grid! 

Of course, entry to the festival 
is pay-in-advance-in-order-to-get-
your-data. 

It’s no wonder she’s able to set 
up her stage and speakers in front of 
Leinster House. Face it. She’s just 
another cog in the regime. 

Think Local’ also promised to 
promote Ireland’s ‘cultural heritage’ 
but only that which came before 
St Patrick. In other words, pagan 
witchery. Nothing about the 1500 
years of Christianity which is our 
core identifying feature as a people 
and what we were known for all 
around the world, before being 
Judaised? 

Indeed ‘Think Local’ is so 
dedicated to building Irish culture, 
five of it ‘organisers’ recently gave a 
speech about the festival’s contrived 
cancellation in July and every single 
one of them was foreign.

Visitors to the festival are 
subjected to occult activities such 
as drumming circles which drive 
subjects into a trance and ‘alter 
their consciousness’ while the 
children get to have their faces 
painted (gateway to tattooing) with 
butterflies (check the symbolism). 
Really wholesome. 

I hope by now you are seeing 
through this latest almighty scam to 
deceive the ‘far right’. 

We don’t need ‘built 
communities’, thank you, Jana. 
Our parishes have always evolved 
naturally with strong Irish families 
and Christian morals as their 
bedrock. If we are to survive 
this current existential crisis as a 
nation, we must begin at home, 
but firstly with the individual as 
an army of one. Forming herds, 
clubs and networking mouthpiece 
organisations which nurture 
groupthink is exactly what got us 
into this mess. 

And even if they start with good 
intentions, they will inevitably be 
infiltrated and taken over by the 
monied creeps who hide like snakes 
in the long grass to slither in and 
gobble them up. 

Remember. No group is coming 
to save you. Yes, form friendships 
with like-minded people and 
encourage neighbours to waken 
up but don’t sign up to any 
organisations. Because at this stage 
we should all have learned that none 
of them can be trusted. To borrow 
the words of a song...

We don’t need another Jana. 
We don’t need to be told the way 

home. 
Don’t make the same mistake 

next time! 

 Gemma O’Doherty is a multi 
award-winning investigative 
reporter whose work has led 
to the reopening of murder 
cases including that of Fr Niall 
Molloy and Mary Boyle    
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‘We will infiltrate and lead the opposition’ - Lenin 

American banker Jana Lunden posing in the street with her explicit posters promoting books that should be banned  
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LAWFARE 

Above Target...Again! 
Gemma O’Doherty 
on the latest 
attacks against her.
I’VE been the Irish 
establishment’s Number 1 
enemy for many years now 
especially since I started 
naming their paymaster 
general - the International 
Jew - as the key perpetrator of 
the crimes which are bringing 
about the end of Ireland and 
Western civilisation. As far as 
I know, no other high-profile 
person in the so-called ‘truth 
movement’ in Ireland is doing 
so, not because they don’t 
agree with my position but 
because they’re too afraid to 
come out and say it. 

The latest hit job on me and The 
Irish Light is a co-production by 
the BBC and a close IRA associate. 
Unlikely bedfellows you might 
think, but I hate to say I told you 
so. They are and have been for a 
long time one and the same: two 
puppet criminal entities run by 
MI5 and funded by the Jewsual 
suspects who are behind all so-
called terrorist organisations in 
the world. (You may enjoy my 
series of videos on staged terror, 
available on my website, https://
gemmaodoherty.com/) 

The West Belfast ‘lawyer’ (I 
use that word advisedly) Ciaran 
Mulholland, who is running the 
farcical case against me and The 
Irish Light in an effort to bring hate 
speech laws to Ireland, is closely 
connected to the IRA/MI5. 

Before we go into that, please 
note that all of your favourite 
‘alternative’ media sources such 
as Gript and The Irish Inquiry 
have been deafeningly silent 
about this case even though its 
objective, as stated by Mulholland 
and RTE, is to bring in laws 
stifling free speech. Aren’t they 
supposed to be the great advocates 
for freedom of expression! 

Their boycott of the case 
vindicates my position once 
more: they are nothing more than 
controlled opposition stooges 
who give nuggets of information 
from time to time but will keep 
the gate firmly locked on hard 
truths such as the aforementioned: 
the facts that people really need 

to know which explain why we 
are in this diabolical mess and 
how we get out of it. 

Back to Mulholland and Co. You 
may remember this latest charade 
stems from a November 2022 
edition of The Irish Light headlined 
‘Died Suddenly’ where we featured 
on our front page tiny pictures of 
about 40 young Irish people whose 
2021/22 death notices said they had 
‘died suddenly’. Their photographs 

were already widely published 
(ie made public) online and in 
the media because they had ‘died 
suddenly’. 

We did not name them and did 
NOT say the vaccine caused their 
specific deaths but said we needed 
to ask why so many youngsters 
are dying and that this is clearly 
the role of journalism. We also 
suggested that the stark rise in 
sudden deaths in general in Ireland 
could be related to suicide as well 

as the vaccine. 
Some weeks later, a mother of 

one of the young adults pictured, 
Edel Campbell from Kingscourt 
in Cavan, went on RTE where 
she was goaded into telling the 
most outrageous lies about me 
and The Irish Light claiming 
that our use of the picture of her 
son Diego Gilsenan amounted to 
‘harassment’, ‘abuse’ and ‘hate’. 

Diego, she said, died from 

suicide - which we had said was a 
possibility - she forgot to mention 
that of course - and that we were 
somehow abusing her by repeating 
a fact that was already all over the 
media - ie that her adult son had 
died suddenly. 

It was obvious to anyone 
listening with a hint of discernment 
that the woman being paraded 
around the lying media was not 
of stable mind and was being 
exploited by Mulholland, the 
state fraudcaster and other media 
whores who could use her volatile 
demeanour to cover up the vaccine 
genocide. 

This situation is now so out of 
control that I have predicted that 
the powers-that-shouldn’t-be may 
go as far as to sacrifice or ‘suicide’ 
her to bring about their insidious 
objective. I say this in the hope that 
it might stop them from doing so 
and as a warning to anyone who 
knows her to try to protect her as 
she is clearly in the ‘care’ of some 
very dangerous people who are 
using her. Be in no doubt, the lies 
these blaggards have told about me 
for nine months are so preposterous 
and blatant, they are capable of 
anything. Putting her through this 
sick charade in itself is no doubt 
causing her extreme stress and 
adding to her poor mental health. 

You can read the background 
here: https://gemmaodoherty.
substack.com/p/orwellian-ireland-
ask-no-questions. It explains why 
this case is so dark, involving 
a Garda/State/Coroner cover-
up of Diego Gilsenan’s death, a 
shambolic inquest and a litany of 
lies. 

Mulholland’s ability to go into 
the courts of this country, get 
ridiculous injunctions based on 
profound perjury and deceit, and 
stalk me in my home indicates that 
he is clearly not working on his 
own and the funding of his rabid 
attack on me is obviously coming 
from deep pocket sources. He has 
sought several committal orders 
to have me jailed because I have 
dared to respond to the scurrilous 
lies he has told about me and the 
paper. 

In recent weeks, the MI5/BBC 
disinformation agent Marianna 
Spring - who bears all the classic 
hallmarks of a deranged MK-Ultra 
cult member - started working with 
him and began harassing me about 
the case claiming she was coming 



to Dublin and wanted to meet me. 
Some chance! I ignored her tedious 
emails while investigating her 
back story and learning that she 
spends her days going around the 
UK trying to destroy the lives of 
actual journalists who have risked 
everything to expose the vaccine 
genocide. 

Just put her name into a search 
on Bitchute to see some of the 
other people whose lives she 
has tried to ruin: https://www.
bitchute.com/video/I127s6bs7xsQ/ 
https://www.bitchute.com/
video/nLWoKO4kiiPo/ https://
www.bitchute.com/video/
UCaiaX2PJ0qD/ 

In August, she released a 
pathetic hit piece on me which 
she did in cahoots with bullyboy 
Mulholland. I’m sure even the most 
stupefied members of the British 
public would be surprised to learn 
that the BBC is now using IRA 
colluders as sources. The reaction 
against the nonsensical piece 
has surprised even me and I am 
grateful to see that apart from some 
fake trolling accounts - possibly 
run by Marianna herself as she 
has admitted to using anonymous 
accounts to entrap ‘far right 
conspiracy theorists’ - virtually 
nobody has fallen for the hoax. 

Needless to say, the egregious 
allegations against me are utter 
lies. Spring made the absurd claim 
that I have been ‘abusing Campbell 
relentlessly.’ 

I have never so much as 
contacted or even attempted to 
contact Edel Campbell although 
we did have to block her when 
she started stalking us. A Twitter 
account in her name with her son’s 
picture on the profile was pumping 
out lies about me recently in the 
middle of the night. As always: 
straight from the Marxist playbook: 
Accuse the other side of that which 
you are guilty. When we respond 
to the malicious lies they churn out 
about us in the media, they call it 
harassment and go straight back 
to court to try to silence us. Evil 
projection at its most sinister. 

The courts KNOW this is an 
illegal case because it is being 
funded by third parties - which is 
forbidden in Irish law - but have 
nothing to say about that.

We take great satisfaction from 
the fact that the BBC have had to 
travel over to Ireland and concoct a 
litany of fabrications about me and 
the paper. It is rock solid proof that 
we are having a huge impact not 
only in Ireland but abroad. They 
would not feel the need to target us 
if we were not. 

Their vacuous agent Marianna 
Spring has become the laughing 
stock of the fakestream media and 

that’s saying something, given 
the level of competition involved. 
Her funders (Mr Vaccine Gates 
for one: see below) will have her 
discarded soon as she is bringing 
more ridicule on the BBC than 
perhaps anyone in its history. This 
so-called guardian of truth has been 
outed as a liar in The Daily Mail 
who report  she lied on her CV by 
falsely claiming to have worked 
for the BBC when applying for a 

job in Moscow. It doesn’t get more 
embarassing.  
Either way, we continue our work. 
We grow stronger and stronger, and 
our team of dedicated distributors 
in The Irish Light are wakening up 
their parishes and neighbourhoods 
every day, delivering thousands of 
copies to homes nationwide. 

Most importantly, remember, 
it is not me they are after, but 
you. I am well-protected and 

fear nothing except God. I have 
never lost as much as a cent nor 
any sleep on any of the fake legal 
actions taken against me through 
the years to try to silence me in 
my work. Either way, we are not 
governed by money or materialism 
and these matters have no concern 
to us whatsoever. I believe God’s 
providence has and will look after 
us. 

We will never back down on the 

truth or fear the consequences of 
telling it. We know that we will be 
persecuted, abused and lied about 
in this world for speaking it.

I will say I’ve received a co-
ordinated series of death threats 
- about 100 - as a direct result of 
Mulholland and Spring’s lies about 
me. The vulgar language in them 
is identical - clearly coming from 
some form of MI5/CIA/Mossad bot 
farm based in Israel. I laugh when 
I see them flooding in because it 
shows how frightened they are of 
me and are investing so much time, 
money and effort trying to silence 
my journalism. 

If they kill me, which would 
be their worst mistake as it would 
create an element of martyrdom 
around me and the paper, I am 
ready to die and have been since I 
took on this work and the threats 
that go with it. Death is, after all, 
the high point of the Christian life 
when we are reunited with Christ 
in His eternal home, providing we 
have lived according to His will. 

The whole purpose of this 
latest anti-Gemma exercise is to 
attempt to frighten others into 
silence, submission and being 
afraid to question why so many 
healthy young people are dropping 
dead. Don’t buy it. Fear is the 
most powerful weapon they have 
to control the masses. Once you 
lose it and pass all of your earthly 
concerns over to God, only then 
can you experience true freedom 
and real results. 

When you see the attacks 
coming in on me, know it is 
because we are having a huge 
impact and are winning the 
information war. And once that is 
won, and the masses come out of 
their coma and start behaving like 
a moral people again, not robotic 
NPCs who put their trust in sleazy 
journaliars and politicians, we 
can look forward to a new dawn 
where the criminals in the media 
and Leinster House are taken down 
for once and for all and they lose 
their grip over the Irish. When they 
are not attacking you, you are not 
doing your job. If we are to save 
this country from extinction, we 
have to be willing to reject any fear 
of what people might think about 
us and our popularity. Deep down, 
they know we are on the right 
side of history. It is their decision 
whether they want to join us.  

 www.gemmaodoherty.com
 www.irishlightpaper.com 
 Follow me on Gettr, Bitchute, 

Telegram and @irishlightpaper 
on Twitter. 
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Anarchist law firm threatening 
journalist Gemma O’Doherty 
with fictional legal action is 

housed in Ireland’s Antifa 
Communist Party headquaters

Imagine our surprise
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MEDIA LIES

PREJUDICE, as the psychologist 
Gordon W. Allport stressed, is always 
an ‘unwarranted’ attitude. If someone 
experiences severe discomfort by 
eating certain foods, there is nothing 
prejudicial about refusing to eat any 
more of them. But there is something 
prejudicial about making sweeping 
generalisations about an entire 
category of food, or a community of 
people, when one’s experiences are 
limited. One contemporary example of 
prejudice is the popular perception of 
the nuns who ran Ireland’s Magdalene 
Laundries.

From the mid-eighteenth century to 
the late nineteenth century, the laundries 
housed “fallen” girls and women in Ireland 
and England. Though they did not initiate 
the facilities, most of the operations were 
carried out by the Sisters of Charity, the 
Sisters of Mercy, Good Shepherd Sisters, 
and the Sisters of Our Lady of Charity. The 
first “Magdalene Home” was established in 
England in 1758; Ireland followed in 1765 
(the first asylum being a Protestant-run 
entity).

The popular perception of the laundries 
is entirely negative, owing in large part to 
fictionalised portrayals in the movies. The 
conventional wisdom has also been shaped 
by writers who have come to believe the 
worst about the Catholic Church, and by 
activists who have their own agenda. So 
strong is the prejudice that even when 
evidence to the contrary is presented, the bias 
continues.

There is a Facebook page dedicated to 
the laundries titled, “Victims of the Irish 
Holocaust Unite.” Irish politicians have 
spoken of “our own Holocaust,” and Irish 
journalists have referred to the “Irish 
gulag system.” But the fact is there was no 
holocaust, and there was no gulag. No one 
was murdered. No one was imprisoned, nor 
forced against her will to stay. There was 
no slave labour. Not a single woman was 
sexually abused by a nun. Not one. It’s all a 
lie.

How do we know it’s a lie? The evidence 
is fully documented in the McAleese Report 
on the Magdalene Laundries, formally known 
as the “Report of the Inter-Developmental 
Committee to establish the facts of State 
involvement with the Magdalene Laundries.” 
The Report, which was released February 
5, 2013, was chaired by Senator Martin 
McAleese.

An analysis of the McAleese Report will 
show how utterly false the conventional 
view of the Magdalene Laundries is. First, 
however, we need to understand the genesis 
of the popular mythology. Nothing helped to 
put a monstrous face on the laundries more 
than the movie, “The Magdalene Sisters.”

The 2002 movie is often described as a 
“fictionalised” account of what happened 
inside the laundries. The New York Times 
prefers to speak of “semifictionalised” stories 
that have been recounted on the screen. As 
we will see, the McAleese Report does not 
validate the cruelties portrayed in the film, 
but the problem is few have even heard of 
the Report, much less read it. It’s the movie’s 
thesis that is embedded in people’s minds, 
and it is one of unrelieved horror: sadistic 
nuns who punished young women with 
impunity, all in the name of Catholicism. 
Here is a sampling of how the movie was 
received.

   “Slave Labor in Irish Convents as Terrible 
as Prison.”  
This was the headline in the New York 
Times story of September 28, 2002. The 
movie review spoke about “the victims 
of a stringently moralistic brand of Irish 
Catholicism,” referring to the “religious 
labor camps” run by the nuns. “Some 
30,000 women are thought to have 
passed through their gates.” Whom did 
they meet? “Most prison movies have 
a monster authority figure, and so does 
‘The Magdalene Sisters.’” Specifically, 
the audience meets the “ogre” head nun, 
Sister Bridget, “a twisted diabolical 
autocrat.”

   Exactly two months later, the Times ran a 
story, “Irish Recall Sad Homes for ‘Fallen’ 
Women.” It said the movie depicted 
“the casual cruelty and commonplace 
despair in the homes,” explaining that a 
host of television documentaries “have 
revealed an array of abuse and cruelty by 
institutions run by the Catholic Church, 
often with the collusion of the state.”

   On August 3, 2003, the Times carried 
a piece by Mary Gordon, a long-time 
critic of Catholicism. After restating the 
themes of the two Times articles from the 
previous year, she opined that the “moral 
horrors” were not examples of mere 
“sadism”; rather, they reflected the even 
more pernicious “belief that they were 
intended for the victims’ own good.”

   The first of three articles by the 
Associated Press in 2003 referred to “the 
nuns’ deep-seated greed and corruption,” 
and to Sister Bridget’s “whip to keep the 
girls in line.”

   The second article said “some 30,000 
women were virtually imprisoned,” and 
that they “sometimes suffer[ed] physical 
and sexual abuse.”

   The third article cited the 30,000 figure 
as well, and described the laundries as 
“forced-labor” establishments.

   An August 15, 2003 review in the 
Washington Post said the laundries were 
“veritable prison camps” that were run by 
“an unmovable monster,” Sister Bridget.

   A 2003 review in the U.K.’s Guardian 
picked up on the Nazi angle by speaking 

Myths of the Magdalene Laundries 

The man behind the fraud
THE man behind “The Magdalene 
Sisters” is Peter Mullan. The Scottish 
writer, director and self-confessed 
Marxist said he got the idea for 
the movie by watching the 1998 
TV film, “Sex in a Cold Climate.” 
That was a 50-minute documentary 
that described the lives of four 
women who lived and worked at the 
laundries. It made a big splash at the 
time, especially because it featured  
Phyllis Valentine, a woman who said 
she was interred in the laundries 
because she was deemed “too pretty” 
by the nuns.

If, of course, it were true that the 
nuns rounded up “pretty girls” for 
placement in the laundries, that would 
indeed be a big story. It would also 
suggest that other such cases must 
have surfaced by now (unless we are 
prepared to believe that Valentine 
was the only “pretty girl” encountered 
by the nuns). But they haven’t: only 
Valentine has made this claim. In her 
case, we know that at age 15 she was 
moved from the orphanage where 
she was raised to the laundry. Such 
a transfer was standard practice, 
whether the girls were homely or 
pretty. By the way, the laundry was 
literally next door to the orphanage. 
It should come as no surprise that not 
a single nun who worked at either the 
orphanage or the laundry was asked to 
verify the “pretty girl” tale.

To say Mullan hates Catholicism 
would be an understatement. His 
comment that “There is not much 
difference between the Catholic 
Church and the Taliban” is unqualified. 
Anyone capable of saying the  Catholic 
Church is a terrorist organisation can 
be trusted to portray it that way. That 
was his goal, and he succeeded. He 
sought to throw as much mud as he 
could, and hope that at least some 
of it would stick. Mullan is so riddled 
with hate that he contends, “The worst 
thing about the Catholic Church is 
that it imprisons your soul, your mind 

and your d***.” This is the man whose 
depiction of the Church is taken at 
face value by movie reviewers.

Recently, a writer for the website 
Decent Films, raised some serious 
questions about the movie’s 
controversial elements. Steven D. 
Greydanus noted that “Mullan’s black-
and-white (or rather black and more 
black) depiction of clergy and religious 
is absolute: Not a single character 
in a wimple or a Roman collar ever 
manifests even the slightest shred of 
kindness, compassion, human decency, 
or genuine spirituality; not one has the 
briefest instant of guilt, regret or inner 
conflict over the energetic, sometimes 
cheerfully brutal sadism and abuse 
that pervades the film.” It should be 
noted that other reviewers admitted 
that they actually liked the fact that 
not one redeeming character was 
presented in the film.

Perhaps the most maverick 
statement about the movie was 
made by Valerio Riva, a member of 
the administrative board of the arts 
council that runs the Venice Film 
Festival (the movie won the festival’s 
top award in 2002). He called Mullan’s 
work “an incorrect propaganda film.” 

Marxist director Peter Mullan  (Photo: Andy Miah)
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of “Dr. Mengele.” It also described “the 
beatings, the breast-binding, the head-
shaving, the forced fasting [and] the 
weekly mortification sessions, when the 
women were stripped and laughed at for 
their vanity.”

   On August 1, 2003, the New York Daily 
News concluded that “the whole system 
was sadistic and indefensible,” saying “the 
church” was deserving of all the scorn.

   On the same day, the San Francisco 
Chronicle pulled no punches, saying, 
“For some, the asylums were like a roach 
motel-girls checked in, but they never 
checked out, except 40 or 50 years later, 
in a pine box.”

   The New York Post also chose August 
1 to say, “You’ll walk away amazed at 
the heartlessness of the people running 
the asylums and wondering how such a 
gruesome practice could have existed into 
the late 20th century.”

Yes, it would be amazing if this 
heartlessness were tolerated as recently as 
the late 20th century. What is truly amazing 
is that so many movie reviewers would come 
to rock-solid conclusions, believing the worst 
about the nuns. Indeed, they acted as though 
the movie portrayed indisputable historical 
facts. What made it easier for people to 
believe the movie’s narrative was the news 
stories coming out of Boston at this time: the 
priestly sexual abuse scandal, with Boston as 
the epicenter, erupted as front-page news in 
2002.

Boston College professor James M. Smith 
is one of the few academics to research the 
laundries. He is hardly an apologist for the 
asylums, so what he says bears consideration. 
In his research, he never met a single woman 
who lived and worked in the laundries 
who described the kind of unconscionable 
conditions that Mullan describes. To be 
exact, sexual abuse manifestly did not occur. 
Moreover, none of the women Smith met 
said they were stripped naked and examined 

by nuns. Perhaps most important, he charges 
that Mullan never solicited or incorporated 
any comments made by the nuns who ran 
these facilities.

Those who sought refuge from the streets 
found a welcome hand in those who served 
in the “rescue movements.” The nuns offered 
these women an alternative to exploitative 
conditions. In her research of seven 
institutions up to the year 1900, Maria Luddy 

found that the “majority of women who 
entered these refuges did so voluntarily…just 
over 66 percent” and that “entering a refuge 
was, for the majority of women, a matter of 
choice.” The other facility available to them, 
the workhouse, was rejected because of the 
inferior conditions. Luddy also found that the 
decision to stay was made by the women, not 
the nuns.

Not only is it a myth that the laundries 
were “imposed” on these women, it is 
equally fatuous to believe that the nuns 
forced them to stay. 

Another myth, floated by Mullan and 
the media, is that the laundries were highly 
profitable institutions run by greedy nuns. 
Summarising Mullan’s comments, a CNN 
story contended that “The laundries were 
quite profitable-helped by the almost slave-
labor of the young workers.”

The analysis of the financial records 
shows that the laundries “operated on a 
subsistence or close to break-even basis, 

rather than on a commercial or highly 
profitable basis and would have found it 
difficult to survive financially without other 
sources of income-donations, bequests and 
financial support from the State.” Now if 
Mullan’s account were accurate, we would 
have to believe that the donations and 
bequests were made either by evil persons 
who sought to keep these women locked 
in slave-labor camps, or by idiots. That the 

donors sought to help, not hurt, the women is 
closer to the truth.

Until the McAleese Report was published, 
it was widely believed that the nuns did 
whatever they wanted, free from state 
oversight. This view is also incorrect. The 
laundries were subject to the same Factories 
Acts that governed similar non-religious 
institutions; they were routinely inspected. 
The Report found that the laundries “were 
generally compliant with the requirements 
of the Factories Acts, and that when minor 
breaches occurred, they were remedied when 
brought to the attention of the operating 
Congregation.”

The two most serious accusations made 
against the nuns who operated the Magdalene 
Laundries were a) they tortured the residents 
and b) they sexually abused the girls and 
women. Both are totally inaccurate. Not once 
in the McAleese Report is the word “torture” 
even mentioned-the charges are a complete 

fabrication. Exactly one woman claimed 
to have been sexually abused, but it was 
committed by a lay woman auxiliary who 
decided to stay in the institution for life. No 
nun ever sexually abused anyone.

One of the biggest myths about the 
laundries contends that the women had their 
heads shaven by mean-spirited nuns. Here is 
what the Report found: “None of the women 
told the Committee that their heads had been 
shaven, with one exception. The exception 
occurred where one woman had her head 
shaved because she had lice.”

Besides the testimony of the women, 
the Report lists many comments made by 
physicians who worked in the laundries. 
What they had to say is among the most 
enlightening aspects of the Report: their 
experiences completely debunk the horror 
stories told by Mullan and his ilk. What 
follows is a selection of their remarks. 

When Peter Mullan is asked if his 
portrayal of women being raped in slave-
labor camps is an exaggeration, he replies, 
“You ask any woman who was there and 
they’ll tell you the reality was much worse.” 

Well, the McAleese Report details the 
stories of 118 women who lived and worked 
in the Magdalene Laundries and they say it’s 
all a lie. The doctors who worked there say 
it’s all a lie. 

The horror stories associated with the 
Magdalene Laundries cannot withstand 
scrutiny, but they will continue to have a life 
of their own. That’s the way prejudice works. 
Unwarranted negative attitudes, especially 
when employed about a familiar whipping 
boy, are hard to shake. All we can do is 
pursue the truth and educate fair-minded 
people about what really happened. We 
certainly can’t count on the likes of the New 
York Times or RTE to publish the truth. 

 Bill Donohue is President of  
The Catholic League for Religious and 
Civil Rights (www.catholicleague.org)

Dr Michael Coughlan
“I had expected to find a very 

unhappy, deprived group who would 
had significant medical and especially 
psychological complaints and special 
needs. My expected image of them all 
looking the same in drab uniform was 
quickly dissipated when I observed that 
each one presented dressed in colourful 
clothes. I was surprised to encounter 
a group of ladies who appeared to be 
quite happy.   
I cannot recall any occasion that the 
patient complained in any manner about 
her treatment by the Nuns in the Home, 
neither recently nor in the distant past. 
Overall, my experience was a happy 

and gratifying one. The Residents were 
a delightful group of ladies, each with 
their own unique personality and they 
appeared to me to have a good and 
friendly relationship with the Mercy 
Sisters. My impression was that the 
Sisters were very caring towards the 
Residents.”

Dr John Ryan
“There were a number of incidents of 

fractures but they were all from falls and 
usually out in the city, but none were 
suspicious in any way and I did not come 
across any evidence of unexplained 
bruising or scalding.”

Dr Donal Kelly
“Many of these ladies were forgotten 

by their own or orphaned. They were 
poorly educated, some were mentally 
retarded. If the Sisters of Charity had not 
provided them with a home I don’t know 
who would have cared for them. Never 
did I witness any evidence of physical or 
mental abuse.”

Dr Harry Comber
“There was no evidence of any 

traumatic injuries inflicted during my 
time, nor did anyone ever show me 
evidence of any injury. I would be 
surprised if there was any mistreatment.” 

Dr. Malachy Coleman
“I always felt the ladies were well-fed 

and well-cared for. I saw no evidence of 
any traumatic injuries either historically, 
prior to my taking up the post, or for the 
time I cared for the ladies. My overall 
impression was of an institute run by 
caring nuns which contained a number 
of ladies who were unlikely to be able 
to care for themselves. While the ladies 
were very deferential to the nuns I 
did not at any stage get an impression 
of coercion or fear in the relationship 
between the ladies and the nuns. If 
anything I think the nuns did too much 
for the ladies and so decreased their 
capacity to care for themselves.”

Doctors’ views on Laundries: We saw no evidence of abuse, only kindness from the nuns

Women at the Magdalene Launderies where no evidence of cruelty was uncovered




